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Memorandum No. 63-29 

Subject: Study No. 34(L) - Uniform Rules of Evidence 
(Pri vleges Article) 

6/7/63 

You will receive with this memorandum a draft of a tentative 

recommendation of the Law Revision Commission relating to the privileges 

Article of the Uniform Rules of Evidence. The rules contained in the 

recommendation are in the latest form approved by the Commission. 

The tentative recommendation needs a great deal of work. In order 

to save time at the meetings, we are sending you two copies so that 

you may make suggested changes on one and return it to the staff and 

retain the other. The staff will work over the tentative recommendation 

in the light of the written comments by the Commission and will submit 

the recommendation as revised for consideration by the entire Oommission. 

The tentative recommendation contains the rules that the Oom-

mission is currently considering. At the last meeting the Oom-

mission had considered Rule 27.5 (psychotherapist-patient privilege) 

as far as the question whether or not to make an exception for 

commitment proceedings. The Commission concluded (contrary to the 

recommendations of the Governor's Special Commission on Insanity and 

Criminal Offenders, the American Psychiatric Association, and the 

Northern Ca11fornia Psychiatric Society) that there should be no exception 

for commitment proceedings. There remains to be decided in connection 

with this rule whether to approve subdivision (4)(1) which relates 

to information required to be reported. In this connection please 
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l'cfer to the material on pages ie, 5 and 6 cf ~·(cr:·orand= Nc:. 63-7, 

(Since Memorandum 63-7 was prepared, this rule has been renumbered 

and what is there referred to as paragraph (g) is now paragraph (i).) 

Attached to this memorandw:. as Exhibit I (blue paper) is a 

chart comparing Revised Rules 26, zr, 27,5, 28 and 29, This chart 

is provided so that you may readily cOI~pare the :'i.ifferences that 

exist between the various communications privileges, 

There is new language in sutdivision (l)(a) of Rule zr.5 

that has not been approved by t~e Commission. The Conmission 

.. ranted an indication in subdivision (1) (a) that a ccm.r.,unication is 

nonetheless confidential even t~ough it is made in the presence of 

another joint patient. This has been accomplis"ed by indicating 

that a communication is nonethele3s confidential even though it is 

communicated by means. which discloses information to others with 

an interest in the same matter. 

At the last meeting, the Commission also directed that a 

provision be added indicatinG that a disclosure by the consultant 

to a another person in order to obtain informaticn or to accomplish 

some other purpose in connection with the consultation ',rould not 

waive the privilege. This has Deen done by adding subdivision (4) 

to Rule 37 which relates to waiver. Subdivision (1;.) of Rule 37 

needs to be approved also. 

The language of subdivisions (4)(j) and (5) of Rule 27.5 has 

not been approved by the COillffiission. The language of subdivision (5) 

also appears in Rule zr and any ehanges made should be ?efleeted 



c in both rules. 

The dispositive instrumen-~s exception which appears in .RulEl!> 

26, 'Z7 and 27.5 has been split into blO subdivisions in the interest 

of clarity. We have omitted the reference to "competency" of 

a deceased patient or client because the matter of competency seems 

to be swallowed up in the question of the validity of the dis-

positive instrument. 

The Commission also directed the staff to revise the physician-

patient and psychotherapist-patient privileges to provide a privilege 

for certain third parties who Give information to such therapists. 

The rules creating these third party privileges are not contained 

in the tentative recommendation. They are attached to and are 

discussed in Memorandum No. 63-30. 

c Respect~ully submitted, 

Joseph B. Harvey 
Assistant Executive Secretary 

c 
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EXHIBIT I 

Memo 6)-29 
COMPARISON OF RULES 26, 27,27.~ 2$ and 29, THE COMMUNICATION PRIVILEGES 

("consultant" means a lawyer, physician, psychotherapist or priest 
consulted in professional capacity.) 

Rule 26 (Lawyer- Rule 27 (Physician- Rule 27.5 (Psycho- Rule 28 (Husband-
Client) patient) therapist-patient) Wife) 

(1) DEFINITIONS 

(a) "Client" 
includes one who 
consults through 
representative, 
guardian or 
conservator 

Not provided 

(b) "Communica
tion" includes 
advice from 
consultant 

(c) "Holder" 
includes repre
sentative of 
incompetent or 
deceased 

(1) 

Not provided 

(l)(c) "Patient" 
includes one seek
ing diagnosis 

(a) Same as 26 

(b) Same as 26 

(1 ) 

Not provided 

(1) (c) "Patient" 
does not include 
one seeking diag
nosis 

(a) Same as 26 

(b) Same as 26 
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[No definitions 
provided] 

Not provided 

Not provided 

Not provided 

(1) "Holder" 
includes repre
sentati ve of 
incompetent only 

Rule 29 (Priest
penitent) 

(1) 

Not provided 

Not provided 

Not provided 

Not provided 



Rule 26 Rule 27 

(d) Consultant (d) Same as 26 
means one "rea-
sonably believed" 
to have authority 
to practice any-
where 

(2) GENERAL RULE 

(2) Privilege 
lasts for life 
plus existence of 
administrator 

(2) Privilege may 
be claimed by 
holder, person 
authorized by 
holder, or consul
tant 

(2) Privilege may 
be exercised 
against anyone 

(2) Privilege 
applicable in all 
judicial proceed
ings 

(J) Consultant 
is required to 
claim privilege 

(2) 

(2) Same as 26 

(2) Same as 26 

(2) Same as 26 

(2) Privilege 
applicable in 
civil proceedings 
only 

(J) Same as 26 

Rule 27.5 Rule 28 

(d) Same as 26 Not provided 
for medical doctor; 
but psychologist 
must be licensed 

( 2) 

(2) Same as 26 

(2) Same as 26 

(2) Same as 26 

(2) Privilege 
applicable in all 
judicial proceed
ings (see (4)(j» 

(3) Same as 26 

-2-

(l) 

(1) Privilege 
lasts for life of 
surviving spouse 

(1) Privilege may 
be claimed by 
spouse, his guar
dian or conservator 

(1) Privilege may 
be exercised against 
other spouse only. 
not eavesdroppers 

(1) Same as 26 

Not provided 

Rule 29 

( 1)( c) Priest 
must have authority 

(2) 

(2) Privilege lasts 
for life of sur
vivor of the priest 
or penitent 

(2) (c) Privilege 
may be claimed by 
penitent or priest 

(2)(b) Privilege 
may be exercised 
against priest 
only 

(2) Same as 26 

Not provided 



Rule 26 

(4)(5) EXCEPTIONS 

(4)(a) Exception 
for planning crime 
or-fraud 

(4)(b) Exception 
for parties claim
ing through owner 
of privilege 

(4)(c) Exception 
when issue is 
breach of duty by 
consultant 

Rule 27 

(4)(5) 

(4}(a) Exception 
for planning or 
concealing crime 
or tort. 

(4)(h) Same as 26 

(4)(c) Same as 26 

(4)(d) Exception No provision 
when consultant is 
attesting wi tness 

Rule 27.5 

(4)(5) 

(4}(a) Same as 27 
• 

(4)(b) Exception for 
parties claiming 
through owner of 
privilege if he is 
deceased 

(4}(c) Same as 26 

Rule 26 

(2) 

(2)(a) Exception 
for planning crime 
or fraud 

No provision 

No provision 

No provision No provision 

(4)(e~(f) Excep- (4)(d)(e) Same as 26 (4)(d)(e) Same as 26 No provision 
tion when issue is 
intent-'v1. deceased 
privilege owner 
lfi'\<h respect to or 
vaHdibyof dis-
positive instru-
ment 

No provision (4)(f) Exception 
for commitment. 
guardianship or 
conservatorship 
proceedings 

No provision 
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(2)(b) Exception 
for commitment, 
guardianship or 
conservatorship 
proceedings 

Rule 29 

[No exceptions] 

Not provided 

No provision 

No provision 

No provision 

No provision 

No provision 



Rule 26 

No provision 

No provision 

No provision 

No provision 

No provision 

(5) Exception 
as between jOint 
holders 

No provision 

Rule 27 Rule 27.$ Rule 28 Rule 29 

(4)(g) Exception (4)(f) Same as 27 (2)(c) Same as 27 No provision 
for proceedings 
to establish 
competence 

(4)(h) Exception No provision No provision No provision 
for proceedings 
to recover damages 
for criminal acts 
of holder 

(4)(i) Exception (4)(g) Same as 27 No provision No provision 
where holder 
tenders issue of 
condition 

No provision 

(4) (j) Exception 
for information 
required to be 
reported 

(5) Same as 26 

(2) Not applicable 
in criminal 
proceedings 

(4)(h) Exception 
for consultants 
appointed by 
court 

[(4)(i») Undecided 

(5) Same as 26 

(4)(j) Exception 
for evidence 
offered by accused 
in criminal 
proceedings 

-4-

No provision No provision 

(2)(d) Exception No provision 
in actions between 
holders 

(2)(e) Exception for No provision 
criminal proceedings 
against holder for 
crime against person, 
property or child of 
other 



Rule 26 Rule 27 

No provision. Same as 26 
Rule 37 provides 
that consent to 
partial disclosure 
waives privilege 

Rule 27.5 

Same as 26 
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Rule 28 

(2)(f) Exception 
for criminal pro
ceedings where 
accused holder 
offers evidence 
of privileged 
communication 

Rule 29 

No provision. 
Rule 37 provides 
that consent to 
partial disclo
sure waives 
privilege. 
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lETTER OF TRANSMITXAL 

To His Excellency Edmund G. Brown 
Governor of California 
and to the Legislature of California 

The California Law Revision Commission was authorized bw Reso
lution Chapter 42 of the Statutes of 1956 to make a study todete~ 
whether the California law of evidence should be revised to conform to 
the Uniform Rules of Evidence drafted by the National Conference of 
COI!Imissioners on Uniform State Laws and approved by it at its 1953 
annual conference. 

The Commission herewith submits a preliminary report.containing 
its tentative recommendation concerning Article V (Privileges) of the 
Uniform Rules of Evidence and the research study relating thereto 
prepared by its research consultant, Professor James H. Chadbourn 
of the Harvard Law School. Only the tentative recommendation (as 
distinguished fram the research study) is expressive of Commission 
intent. 

This report is the second in a series of reports being prepared 
by the Commission covering portions of the Uniform Rules of Evidence. 
The previous report dealt with Article VIII (Hearsay Evidence). 
other portions of the Uniform Rules will be covered in subsequent 
reports. 

In preparing this report the Commission considered the views of 
a Spec:lal Committee of the State 13ar appointed to study the Unif01'lll 
Rules of Evidence. 

This preliminary report is submitted at this time so that 
interested persons will have an opportunity to study the tentative 
recommendation and give the Commission the benefit of their comments 
and criticisms. These comments and criticisms will be considered by 
the Commission in formulating its final recommendation. Comnn!D1catiO!lll 
should be addressed to the California Law Revision CommiSSion, School 
of Law, Stanford University, Stanford, California. 

Respectfully submitted, 

HERMAN F. SELVIN, Cbail'llB!l 

January 1964 
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TENTATIVE RECOMMENDATION OF THE CALIFORNIA 

LAW REVISION COMMISSION 

Relating to 

THE UNIFORM RULES OF EVIDENCE 

Article V. Privileges 

BACKGROUND 

The Uniform Rules of Evidence (hereinafter sometimes desigll8ted &S 

"URE") were promulgated by the National Conference of Commissioners on 

Uniform State Laws in 1953.
1 

In 1956 the Legislature authorized and 

directed the Law Revision Commission to make a study to determine whether 

the Uniform Rules of Evidence should be enacted in this State. 

The tentative recommendation of the Commission on Article V of the 

Uniform Rules of Evidence is set forth herein. This article, cODsisting 

of Rules 23 through 40, relates to privileges. 

The word "privileges," within the meaning of Article V of the URE aIld . 

this tentative recommendation, refers to the exemptions which are granted 

by law from the general duty of all persons to give evidence when required 

to do so. A privilege may take the form of an exemption from the duty to 

testify- -as in the case of the defendant··s privilege in a criminal 

proceeding, a privilege may take the form of an exemption from the duty t" '. 

testify about certain specific matters--as in the case of the privilege 

. of anyone to refuse to testify about incriminating matters, or a privilege: 

1 A copy of a printed pamphlet containing the Uniform Rules of Evidence 
may be obtained from the National Conference of Commissioners on 
Uniform State Laws, 1155 East Sixtieth Street, Chicago 37, Illinois. 
The price of the pamphlet is 30 cents. The Law ReviSion Commission 
does not have copies of this pamphlet availab'e for distribution. 
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c may take the form of a right to keep other persons from testifying 

concerning certain matters--such as the privilege of a client to prevent 

his lawyer from revealing the client's confidences. 

Because privileges operate to ",i thhold relevant information from a 

court when the court is seeking to learn the truth concerning a particu18r . 

matter, privileges necessarily handicap a court's ability to do justice 

0" '< 
in the causes that come before it. Inasmuch as the vital process of 

justice depends upon the effectiveness of the court's determination of 

the truth, privileges--which stifle inquiry into truth--should not be 

granted for light or transient reasons. Nevertheless, courts and 

legislatures have determined from time to time that it is so important 

to keep certain information confidential that justice may be sacrificed in 

. order to protect that needed secrecy. The investigation of truth and the 

,dispensation of justice, however, demand the restriction of the privileges 

.' that are granted within the narrowest limits required by principle; for 

every step beyond these limits helps to provide, without any real 

necessity, an obstacle to the administration of justice. 

Much of California's existing statutory law in regard to privileges 

is found in Sect~on 1881 of the Code of Civil Procedure. This section 

sets forth the privileges arising out of the relationship of husband and . 

-'. ,.- wife, attorney and client, clergyman and confessor, and physician and 

patient. The section also sets forth the newsman's privilege in regard 

to his sources of information and the public officer's privilege in regard 

. to governmental secrets. Some of the California law in regard to 

privileges is found in the Constitution and in statutes scattered through 

c the codes. The statutory and constitutional law in regard to privileges, 
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however, is incomplete and defective. Much of the law can be found only in 

judicial decisions. For example, the existing statutes make no mention 

of the many exceptions that exist to the lawyer-client privilege. Whether 

a particular exception exists in California or not can be determined in 

some instances only after many hours of painstaking research and in other 

instances cannot be determined at all for the case law on the subject is 

incomplete. Even in those areas covered by statute, the statutory 

language is frequently imprecise and confusing. Then, too, the existing 

law is in some instances out of harmony with modern conditions. The 

privileges have not protected against testimony by eavesdroppers because' 

'in an earlier day a person could be expected to take precautions gainst 

others overhearilig' his confidential communications. 'vIi th the development 

of electronic methods of eavesdropping, a person can no longer assume that, 

a few simple precautions will prevent anyone from overhearing his state-

ments and, hence, consideration should be given to extending some privileges 

to protect against this danger. Then, too, existing law has not recognized, 

the problems peculiar to the psychiatrist-patient relationship and the 

need for protecting the confidential communications made in the course of 

that relationship. 

The Commission has concluded that the law of California would be 

improved if the law relating to privileges were gathered into one place 

in a group of detailed rules such as have been proposed by the Commissioners, 

on Uniform State Laws. In formulating these detailed rules, anachronisms 

may be eliminated from the California law relating to privileges and the 

law may be brought into harmony with modern conditions. Although the 

Commission approves the general format of the rules on privilege contained 

-3-
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c in the URE, the Commission has concluded that many changes should be made 

in the URE privilege rules. In some cases the suggested changes go only 

to language. For example, in some instances, the Commission discovered 

that different language is used in different URE rules when precisely the 

same meaning is intended in both rules. The Commission has eliminated 

these unnecessary differences in order to assure uniformity of interpreta-

tionwhere uniformity is desired. In other cases, however, the changes 

by the Commission provides a broader privilege than that proposed by the 

Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. In some cases, the tentative 
.-,,_' .. ' i.", .... 

'( recommendation also provides a broader privilege than existing 

CeJ.ifornia law. 

REVISION OF URE ARTICLE v. 

In the discussion which follOWS, the text of each rule proposed by 
',~ -

. tlle Commissioners on Uniform State Laws is set forth and the amendments 

tentatively recommended by the Commission are shown in strikeout and italicS •.. 

Where language has merely been shifted from one part of a rule to another, 

"-,'- however, the change has not been shown in strikeout and italics; only 

language changes are so indicated. The text of several additional rules 

tentatively recommended by the Law Revision COmmission but not included 

in the URE is shown in italics. Each rule is followed by a comment 'Which 

sets forth some of the major considerations that influenced the recommenda-

c tion of the Law Revision Commission and explains those revisions that are 

-4-



c not purely formal or otherwise self-explanatory. 

For a detailed analysis of the various liRE rules and the california .-~ . 

law relating to privileges, see the research study beginning on page 000. 

This study was prepared by the Co~mission's research consultant, Professor 

. '-.)- James H. Chadbourn of the Harvard Law School . 

-, , 

\'\ 

c 
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RUIE 23. PRIVILEGE OF DEFENDANT 

(1) [Eve~-~eFseB-RasJ ~ defendant in [aay) ~ criminal action ~ 

proceeding [~B-wk~€R-Re-~s-aB-a€€~sea) has a privilege not to be called as 

a witness and not to testify. 

[f3~] [AB-ae€<tsea] A defendant in a criminal action or proceeding has 

no privilege to refuse, when ordered by the judge, to submit his body to 

examination or to do any act in the presence of the judge or the trier of 

the fact, except to refuse to testify. 

[E41--!~-aB-aeeBsea-~B-a-eF~BB.l-a€~~eR-aees-Be~-~e5~!~1-eeaBBel 

COMMENT 

The constitutional privilege against self-incrimination guaranteed 

b~ Article I, Section 13 of the California Constitution, gives rise in 

practice to two distinct privileges. First, the accused in a criminal 

case has a privilege not to be called as a witness and not to testify. 

6/4/63 Rule 23 
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This privilege is recognized in Rule 23. Second, every person, whether or 

not accused of a crime, has a privilege when testifying to refuse to give 

answers to questions that might tend to incriminate him. This privilege 

is contained in Rules 24 and 25. 

Because the privilege stated in Rule 23 is derived from the 

Constitution, the privilege would exist whether or not a statute were 

enacted containing the provisions of Rule 23. Nonetheless, the Commission 

believes that the approval of Rule 23 is desirable in order to codify, and 

thus summarize and collect in one place, a large body of existing rules 

and principles which today must be extracted from a vast amount of case 

materials and statutes. 

Subdivisions (1) and (2) of the revised rule reiterate the existing 

California law. The URE reference to "an accused" has been replaced with 

language more technically accurate in California practice in light of 

Penal Code Sections 683 and 685. 

Su'bdivision (2) of the original URE rule has been deleted because 

it deals with confidential communications between spouses. The entire 

subject of confidential communications between spouses is contained 

in Rule 28 as revised by the Commission. Under Revised Rule 28 the 

spouse has a privilege which is the substantial equivalent of that provided 

by subdivision (2) for a defendant in a criminal case, that is, the 

privilege to prevent either a present or former spouse from testifying to 

confidential communications made during their marriage. Exceptions, too, 

.' have been included in Rule 28 which are the substantial equivalent of th.e 

exceptions provided in subdivision (2). 

6/4/63 -7- Rule 23 
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Subdivision (4) of URE Rule 23 has been deleted because the matter 

of commenting on -::he exerci se of t11e pI'i vilege pro'Jic:ed by Rule 23 is 

covered by Revised Rule 39 • 

. <; .. 

" 

.~, -. 

c······" . ! 
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RULE 24. DEFINITION OF INCRIMINNl'ION 

A matter will incriminate a person within the meaning of these 

rules if it constitutes, or forms an essential part of, or, taken in 

connection with other matters [~~~~~e~Qal, is a basis for a reasonable 

inference ofL such a h'~!;>~"r!;;~""-<;,:f 1 crime or public offense under the 

laws of this State or of the United States as to subject him to liability 

.. ,~- to [p~1~bMQ~~-~RQ~!;>~QPl conviction thereof, unless he has become 

'such [v;!,.Qlat;!,.sB 1 crime or public offense. 

COMMENT 

The substance of the URE rule is approved by the Commission. However, 

c the revised rule also provides protection against possible incrimination 

under a federal law, but not a law of another state or foreign country~ 

The scope of the privilege as it now exists in California is not clear, 
" .• :'r ' 

for no decision has been found indicating whether or not the existing 

., ~. California privilege provides protection against incrimination under 

the laws of a sovereignty other than California. The inclusion of 

protection against possible incrimination under a federal law is 

desirable to give full meaning to this privilege. 

The word "disclosed" has been deleted from the URE rule. The 

witness may be aware of other matters llhich have not been "disclosed" but 

.-'... 
which, when taken in connection lTith the question asked, is a basis 

c 6/4/63 -9- Rule 24 
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c f(;~~'" a reasonc.blc: i!lfere:1ec 'Jf s~:.c~·: a crime or p"C..22..ic offe:lse as 

to subject him to liability to conviction thereof. 

The Commission has substituted "criIrre or public offense" for 

"violation'1 and f1conviction 1J for tlpunishm.ent 11 in order to make clear 

(l) that the privilege is not available to protect a person from 

civil, as opposed to crimir~, punishme~t and (2) that the possibility 

of criminal conviction alone, "lhether 0;'- not accompanied by "puni6hmen~·f. 

is sufficient to warrant invocation of the privileGe. These revisions 

declare the existing California law. It is uncertain whether the URE 

rule was intended to change the law, and the revisions made will avoid 

any ambiguity in this regard. 

" 

" '{ 

'-i- .. 

-'-,,c' . 

6/4/63 -lO- Rule 24 



c RuLE 25. SELF-INCRIHINATIO:!; C:Z81fIIO;S. 

Subject to Rule[n] 23 [~,a-JT], every natural person has a 

privilege, which he may claim, to refuse to disclose [in-nn-netioa-or 

thereof 1 s,ny matter that "ill incriminate him, except that under this 

rule b] _ 

(1) The matter shall be disclosed if the judge finds that the 

matter will not incriminate the '.ritness..:. [t-ap-El.] 

.-, . [~B~] (2) No person has the privilege to refuse to submit to 

examination for the purpose of discovering or recording his corporal 

features and other identifying characteristics [7] or his physical or 

c mental condition. [t-aaEl.] 

(3) No person has the privilege to refuse to demonstrate his 

identifying characteristics such as, for example, his handwriting, the 

sound of his voice and manner of speaking or his manner of walking 

or running. 

[~Q~~ (4) No person has the privilege to refuse to furnish or 

permit the taking of samples of body fluids or substances for analysis..:. 

,-.; [t-sREl.] 

[~4~1 (5) No person has the privilege to refuse to obey an order 

made by a court to produce for use as evidence or otherwise a document, 

chattel or other thing under his control constituting, .containing or 

disclosing matter incriminating him if the judge finds that [1-By-~ke 

apFlieaBle-F~eB-e~-tae-SHBBtaR~iye-law,] some other person or a 

corporation [-;-] or other association or organization, owns or has 

6/7/63 -11- Rule 25 
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a superior right to the possession of the thing ordered to be produced~ 

[t-aa4] 

(6) No person has the privilege to refuse to obey an order made by 

a court to produce for use as evidence or otherwise any record required 

Qy law io be kept and to be open to inspection for the purpose of aiding 

or facilitating the supervision or regulation by a public entity of 

a. business, calling or profession "hen such order is made in the aid of 

"such supervision or regulation. 

[(g)] (7) Subject to Rule 21, a defendant in a criminal action ~ 

Rroceeding who [v61HB*aP~ly] testifies in the action or proceeding upon 

the merits before the trier of fact [4ees-Bet-aave-tRe-~p~¥~lege-te-pe~e 

examined as to all matters about .,hich he was examined in chief. 

(8) Except for the defendant in a criminal action or proceeding, 

a witness who, without having claimed the privilege under ihis rule, 

6/7/63 -12- Rule 25 



testi::'ies in an actio;: cr F'()ceedinG :before th" trier of fact with 

respect to a transaction which incriminates him does not have the 

privilege under this ru.le to refuse to disclose in such action or 
"'. 

proceeding any matter relevant to the transaction. 

; 

,( 

. , .... 
" > 

.... , 
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H'-lle 25 

COl-lEENT 

Rule 25 sets forth the privileGe, derived from the constitutional 

guarantee of Article I, Seotion 13 of the CalifornLa Constitution, of a 

person when testifying to refuse to give ans\rers to questions that might 

tend to incriminate him. This privilege should be distinguished from 

the privilege stated in Rule 23, which is the privilege of a defendant 

in a criminal case to refuse to testify at all. As in the case of Rule 

23, the Commission recommends that the law relating to the privilege 

ag8.1nst self-incrimination be gathered together and articulated in a 

, . statute such as Rule 25. 

The words "in an action or to a public official of this State or to 

any governmental agency or division thereof" have been deleted frain the 

statement of the privilege. The extent to which exemptions should be 

granted from the duty to testify in proceedings other than judicial is 

a.problem that must be resolved for all privileges, not only the self-

incrimination privilege. It seems unwise to include language in Rule :25' 

making it applicable in other proceedings when similar language does not 

appear in the other rules, for that \wuld tend to imply that the other 

* privileges do not apply in nonjudicial proceedings. URE Rule 2 provides 

* Rule 2 will-be the subject of a later study and recommendation by the' 
Commission. The rule as contained in the URE is as follows: 

"RULE 2. Scope of Rulos. Except to the extent to "hieh they may be 
relaxed by another procedural rule or statute applicable to the specific 
Situation, these rules shall apply in every proceeding, both criminal 
and civil, conducted by cr under the supervision of a court in "hieh 
evidence is pr~dU:ced." . 

6/7/63 -14- Rule 25 
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. >. 
that the URE deals only with matters of evidence in proceedings conducted 

by or under the Gupervision of courts. Hence, the Commission's recommenda-

tions deal only with the extent to which privileges should be applicable 

in judicial proceedings. The extent to which these privileges will be 

recoGnized OW various governmental boards, officers and agencies that 

; , .. 
have the power to issue subpoenas and compel testimony for investigative, 

legislative or administrative purposes is left by these rules to be worked 

out by the courts under the general language of the Constitution and such 

other statutes as may exist upon the subject. 

The WIlrds "if the privilege is claimed in an action" have been o!llitted 

from subdivision (1) of the revised rule--subdivision (a) of the URE rules~-' 

because the rule as revised by the Commission applies only in judicial 
. ~ , 

_C proceedings. The reference to Rule 37 has been omitted because subdivisions 

(7) and (8) indicate the extent to which this privilege is subject to waiver. 

Subdivisions (2), (3) and (4) restate the existing California law. 
' . .<' : 

Subdivision (3) has been added to malte clear that the defendant in 8. 

criminal case can be required to demonstrate his identifying physical 

characteristics so long as he is not required to testify. Under sub-

division (3), the privilege against self-incrimination cannot be invoked 

to prevent the taking of a sample of handwriting, a demonstration of the· 

. defendant's speaking the same words as were spoken by the cri!llinal as he 

committed the crime, or a demonstration of the defendant's manner of walking 

so that a witness can deter!lline if he limps like the person observed at 

the scene of the crime, etc. This ma'tter may be covered OW subdivisicn .(2) 

.. ' 
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o 
that might arise because of the phrasing of subdivision (2). 

Subdivision (d) of the URE rule, now subdivision (5), has been revised 

to indicate more clearly that organizations other than corporations are 

included among those who may have a superior right of possession. This, 

too, is delcarative of existing lall. The word "mrns" has been added to 

avoid a possible problem where, for example, articlcs of corporation vest 

. .'~ 
exclusive custody of books and records in a corporate officer, even though 

they are the property of the corporation. 

Subdivision (6), which has been substituted by the Commission for 

the provisions of subdivisions (e) and (f) of the URE rule, expresses the 

extent to which required records can be compelled to be produced under 

<. 
the existing law as stated by the U~ited States Supreme Court in Shapiro 

v. United States, 335 U.S. 1 (1948). Subdi"risions (e) and (f) of the 

'. /C •• URE rule are disapproved by the Commission because they would, in effect, 

abolish the privilege against self-incrimination for a large number of 

people. The cases interpreting the privilege against self-incrimination 

, ' have held only that officials and persons engaging in regulated activities 

~ be required to disclose information relating to their regulated activity, 

and that such persons may be disciplined for failure to make such disclosure; 

but the cases have not held that such persons lose their privilege against 

self-incrimination as a result of statutes requiring 'sUCh disclosure. 

The Commission has revised subdiviSion (g) of the URE rule, now 

subdiVision (7) of the revised rule, to incorporate the substance of 

.' the present California law (Section 1323 of the Penal Code). Subdivision 

6/7/63 
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c (g) of' the URE rule conflicts with Jection -U, Article I of the Calif'orn~a 

Constitution as interpreted by the California Supreme Court. 

The Commission has included a specific waiver provision in subdivision 

(8) of' Rule 25. URE Rule 37 provic1es a waiver provision that applies 

to all privileges. However, tee Ilaiver provision of Rule 37 would 

probably be unconstitutional if applied to Rule 25. Thus, the Commission 

has revised Rule 37 so that it does not apply to Rule 25 and has included 

a special waiver provision in Rule 25. Note that the waiver of the 
. ,;,".: 

privilege against self-incrindnation under subdivision (8) oi' Revised 

Rule 25 applies only in the same action or proceedinG, not in a subsequent -

action or proceeding. Califcrnia case law appears to lL~it the waiver 

of the privilege against self-incrimination to the particular action 

or proceeding in which the privileGe is "aived; a person can claim 

c the privilege in a subsequent case even though he 'mived it in a previous 

case. The extent of the waiver of the privilege by the defendant in a 

criminal case is indicated by subdivision (7) of the revised rule. 
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c RUr,;; 26. LAIITER-CLIEN'I PRIVILEGE. 

(1) As used in this rule: 

(a) "Client" means a personL [ep) corporation..!.. [eF-etHel') association 

or other organization (including this State and any other public entity). 

that, directly or through an authorized representative, consults a lawyer 

(ep-tRe-la"fep!8-FeFPe8eBtat~¥e) for the purpose of retaining the lawyer 

or securing legal service or advice from him in his professional capaCity, 

and includes an incompetent (i) who himself so consults the lawyer or (ii) 

whose. guardian or conservator so consults the lawyer [el'-tae-lawyel'!s 

peFPeeeBta~iveJ in behalf of the incompetent~ [r) 

(b) "Confidential communication between client and lawyer" means 

information transmitted between a client and his la'ryer in the course of 

that relationship and in confidence by a means which, so far as the client 

is aware, discloses the information to no third persons other than those 

with an interest in the matter or those reasonably necessary for the 
_' 1, ~ 

transmission of the information or the accomplishment of the purpose for 

J,,, which the lawyer is consulted, and includes advice Given by the lawyer in 

the course of that relationship. [FeFFeaeBtiRg-tHe-elieR~-aaQ-iRel~eB 

. 1.-

(c) "Holder of the privilege" means (i) the client when he is 

'" " competent, (ii) a guardian or conservator of the client when the client is 

incompetent, (iii) the personal representative of the client if the client 

is dead and (iv) a successor, assign or trustee in dissolution of a 

corporation,partnership,. association or other organization if dissolved. 

c 
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(d) "Lawyer" means a person authorized, or reasonably believed by 
. i 

the client to be authorizedL to practice law in any state or nation [tke 

(2) Subject to Rule 37 and except as otherwise provided ( .... .f-PBl'agpBIlR 

party, has a privilege [~R~-~~-ge-~8-tge-Y~tRessl to refuse to discloseL 

and to prevent another from disclosing, a [~Ry-sYQgl communication [7-aaa 

etRe):-wii;BeS6-~}i:B!i3.-Qise1.69iB§-SHeR-eeg;.mlaBieati::eFl-i"f-~~-e8!B.e-"I;e-tae-liBewleige -.' 

~e~Ba~e8-~~eB-a~sselR~~eB~l if he claims the privilege and the judg1 

finds that the communication was a confidential communication between client 

and lawyer and that the person claiming the privilege is: 

(a) The holder of the privilege, or 

(b) A person who is authorized to claim the privilege by the holder 

,of the privilege, or 

(c) The person ·"ho >laS the la'I;yer at the time of the confidential 

communication, . but such person may not claim the privilege if there is 
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no holder of the privilege in existence or if he is othenlise instructed 

by the holder of the privilege or his representative. 

(3) The lawyer who received or made a communication subject to the 

privilege under this rule shall claim the privilege for the client whenev~r 

(a) he is authorized to claim the privilege under paragraph (c) of sub

division (2) of this rule and (b) he is present whelO the cor.mrunication is 

sought to be disclosed. 

this rule: 

evidence [r-"silile] apart from the communication [,-ha&-Bee"-:,,,rt;Fealieea--&e 

able grounds to believe the serviceD of the lawyer "ere sought or obtained 

[i"-8F4ep] to enable or aid [~he-e=~e,,~J anyone to commit or plan to 

commit a crime or [,.-~ep~;-er] to pcrpetrate or plan to pex'petrate a 

fraud. 

(b) As to a communication relevant to an issue between parties all 

of 'Thom claim through the client, regardless of whether the respective 

claims are by testate or intestate succession or by inter vivos trans-

(c) As to a communication relevant to an issue of breach of duty by 

the lawyer to his client [;] or by the client to his la,ryer.!. [;-8"] 

(d) As to a communication re~evant to an issue concerning the 

intention or competence of a client executing an attested document, or 

concerning the execution or attestation of such a document, of which the 

lawyer is an attesting witness. [y-€~] 
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intention of a deceased client "ith respect to a deed of conveyance, will 

or other "riting, executed by the client, purporting to affect an interest 

in property. 

(f) As to a cOlmmmication relevant to an issue concerning the 

valillity of a deed of conveyance, '''ill or other wrioing, executed by a 

deceased client, purporting to affect an interest in property. 

< .. 

gJ,~QRi;s.l Hhere two or more clients have retained a la .. yer to act for 

them in common, none of them Tf2y claim a privilege =der this rule as 

against the others as to co~"unications made in the course of that 

c relationship. 

'-
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Rule 26 

This rule sets forth the attorney-client privilege ,·,hich is now 

found in subdivision 2 of Section 1881 of the Code of Civil Procedure. 

This rule, however, contains a OOluch more accurate statement of the privilege 

than does the existing statute. 

The proposed URE rule has been rearranged and rewritten to conform 

to the form and style of the other rules relating to privileged communica-

tions. The definitions, for example, have been placed in subdivision (l) 

as they are in Rules 27 and 29. The language of the rule has been 

modified in certain respects, too, so that precisely the same language is 

used in this rule as is used in other rules when the same meaning is 

intended • 

The definition of "client" has been revised to make clear that govern-

mental organizations are considercd clients for the purpose of the lawyer-

client privilege. This change makes it clear that the State, cities, 

and other public entities have a privilege insofar as communications made 

in the course of the lawyer-client relationship are concerned. This is 

'. existing law in California . 

The definition of "client" has also been extended by adding the words 

"other organization". The language of the revised rule is intended to 

cover such unincorporated organizations as labor unions, social clubs 

and fraternal societies when the organization (rather than its individual 

members) is the client. 

The reference to "lawyer's representative" has been deleted. This 

term "as included in the URE rule to make clear that a communication to 

an attorney's stenographer or investigator for the purpose of transmitting 
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purpose is better accomplished by 8. modification of the definition of 

tr confidential communication!! in puraGraph (b). Under the Commission I s 

revisions of these definitions, ccrmunications to physicians and similar 

persons for transmission to an at"corney are clearly protected, whereas the 

protection afforded by the liRE rule ~ould depend on whether such persons 

could be called a "lawyer's represelltative." 

The definition of "client" has also been modified to make clear that 

the term includes an incompetent "ho himself consults a 1a''Yer. Subdivision 

(l)(c) and subdivision (2) of the revised rule provide that the guardian 

of an incompetent can claim the privilege for the incompetent client and 

that, when the incompetent client is again competent, the client may 

himself claim the privilege. 

"Confidential communication bet"een client and lawyer" has been 

defined. The term is used to describe the type of c~~unications that 

are subject to the lawyer-client privilege. The language used to define 

the term is 'taken from the substantive portions of DRE Rule 26 and from 

the com;parable definition in Rule 27. The definition permits the defined 

term to be used in the general rule stated in subdivision (2) and conforms 

the style of this rule to the style of other rules in the privileges 

article. The definition follo"s existing California la,r. Thus, the 

communication must be in the course of the lawyer-client relationShip 

and must be confidential.* In "ccordance ·.ith existing la1<, the definitiOn 

*Sharon v. Sharon, 79 Cal. 633, 677 (1889); Collette v. Sarrasin, 184 
Cal. 283 (1920). 
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( 
similar experts, for the purpose of transmitting such information to the 

la,,/yer. The words "other than those with an interest in the matter" ", . 
:'d.!' 
',," . 

indicate that a communication to a lmiyer is nonetheless confidential -.... ' ,. 

even though it is made in the presence of another person who is consulting 

the lawyer upon the same matter. II lawyer at times may desire to have a 

client reveal information to an expert consultant and himself at the 

same time in order that he may adequately advise the client. The inclusion 

of the words "or the accomplishment of: the purpose for which the lawyer 

is consulted" makes clear that these communications, too, are confidential 

and within the scope of the privilege despite the presence of the third 

party. 

The substance of the sentence found in URE Rule 26(1) reading "The 

privilege may be claimed by the client in person or by his lawyer, or if 

incompetent by his guardian, or if deceased by his personal representative" 

,", .. has been stated in the form of a def:inition in subdivision (1)(0) of the 

revised rule. This definition is similar to the definitipn of "holder of 

the privilege" found in URE Rule 27, relating to the physician-patient· 

,-: privilege. It makes clear who can 1laive the privilege for the purposes 

of Rule 37. It also makes subdivision (2) of the re-dsed rule more concise. 

Under subdivision (l)(c)(i) of the revised rule, and =der subdivision 

(l)(c)(ii) of the revised rule, the guardian of the client is the holder 

of the privilege if the client is incompetent. Under these two provisions 

an incompetent client becomes the holder of: the privileGe "hen he becomes 

competent. For example, if the client is a mL~or of 20 years of age and 

he or his guardian consults the at torney, the guardia.~ under subdivision 
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and thereafter the client himself is the holder of the privilege. This 

>", : 
is true whether the guardian consulted the lawyer or the minor himself 

consulted the la'lYer. The existinG California la"T is uncertain. The 

statutes do not deal with the problem and no appel~ate decisions have 

discussed it. 

Under subdivision (l)(c)(iii), the personal representative of the 

client is the holder of the privileGe when the client is dead. He may 

either claim or waive the privilege on behalf of the deceased client . 
.. :-.' 
,J. ~ 

This may be a change in the existing California lau. Under the California 
, , 

lau, it seems probable that the privilege survives the death of the client 

and that no one can waive after the client's death. If this is the 

c present California law, the Cor.unission believes tb.at the URji; provision 

is a desirable change. Under the URE rule and under the revised rule, 

the personal representative of a deceased client may 'Jaive the privilege 

whe.n it is to the advantage of the estate to do so; but 1l.'1der what appears 

to be the California law; the privilege must be recognized even though 

it uould be clearly to the interest of the estate of the deceased client 

to ;raive it. The purpose underlying the privilege--to provide a client 

with the assura.'1ce of confidentiali"cy--does not require the recognition 

of the privilege when to do so is detrimental to his interests or to 

the interests of his estate. 

Under subdivision (l)(c)(iv), the successor, assign or trustee in 

dissolution in a dissolved corporatior~, association or other organization 

is the holder of the privilege after dissolution. This changes the effect 

c of the last sentence of URE Rule 26(1), which has been omitted from the 
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privilege "hen there is only a chanGe in form while the substance remains. 

The definition of "holder cf the privilege" should be considered 

with reference to subdivision (2) of the Revised Relle 26, specifying who 

can claim the privilege, and Rule 37, relating to ,;aiver of the privilege. 

The Commission approves the provision of the URE rule ',hich defines 

"la1lYer" to include a person "reasonably believed by the client to be 

authorized" to practice la", Since the privilege is intended to 

encourage full disclosure by giving the client assurance that his 

communication will not be disclosed, the client's reasonable belief that 

the person he is consulting is an attorney should De sufficient to justify 

application of the privilege. 

The Commission has omitted the requirement of the URE that the client 

must believe reasonably that the ImlYer is licensee? to practice in a 

jurisdiction that recognizes the la"yer-client privilege. Legal 

transactions frequently cross state and national boundaries and require 

consultation "ith attorneys from many different jurisdictions. The 

California client should not be required to determine at his peril "hether 

the jurisdiction licensing a particular lawyer he is consulting recognizes 

the privilege or not. He should be entitled to aSS"Jllle that the lawyer he 

is consulting "ill maintain his confidences to the same extent as "ould 

a lawyer in California. The existing California la1T in this regard is 

uncertain. 

The substance of the general rule contained in URE Rule 26(1) has 

been set out in the revised rule as subdivision (2). The rule has been 

o revised to conform to the form and style of Rule 27 so that precisely 
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Revised Rule 26, as well as the original URE rule, is based upon >:" 

the premise that the privilege must be claimed by some person who is 

authorized to claim the privilege. If there is no claim of privilege by 

Borne person with authority to make tne claim, the evidence is admissible. 

To make this meaning clear) the 'fOrds "are privileged" have been deleted 

from the preliminB-~ language of subdivision (2). This probably changes 

the existing California law. Under a dictwn. in a California case a judge 

can, on his own motion, exclude a confidential attorney-client communication.' 

The Commission has approved this provision with the realization that the 

confidential communication vill be admitted as evidence unless someone 

entitled to claim the privilege for the client does so. 

As the privilege is recognized under the revised rule only when 

claimed by or on behalf of the holder of the privilege, the privilege will 

exist under these rules only for so long as there is a holder in existence. 

lnaBlllUch as subdivision (l)(c) defines the "holder of the privilege" to 

be the client when he is competent, his guardian or conservator when he 

is incompetent, and his personal representative when he is dead, the 

privilege ceases to exist "hen the client's estate is finally distributed 

and his personal representative discharged. This is apparently a change 

in the California law. Under the existing law, it seens likely that the 

privilege still exists and that after the client's death no one can waive 

the privilege. Although there seems to be good reason for maintaining 

,the privilege while the estate is being administered--particularly if the 

estate is involved in litigation--there seems to be little reason to 

preserve secrecy at the expense of justice after the estate is wound up and 
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be some slight risk of embarrassrr.ent to the family or the client's memory 

and that the fear of such risk might inhibit the client's communications 

to his attorney; but the magnitude of such risk seems far outweighed by 

the need for introducing the evidence to prevent injustice. Since the 

client is dead, he can no longer 10 Questioned and the attorney may be 

the only person with the reQuisite knowledge. If the client were alive, 

he might be more than willing to testify personally or to have his 

attorney testify. As he no longer has any tangible interest to be 

protected by the recognition of the privilege, the better policy seems 

to, be expressed in the lIRE and the revised rule ;Thich terminates the 

privilege upon the discharbe of the client's personal representative. 

The words "if he is the "itness" have been deleted from subdivision 

(2) because they impose a limitation "hich is neither necessary nor 
.. ,~ 

,',. desirable. Inasmuch as these rules apply in any type of judicial proceed-

ing, they apply at times "hen the person from whom L~formation is sought 

cannot be regarded technically as a llitness--as, for example, on a request 

.\ . 
for admissions under California discovery practice. 

The word "another" has been used instead of "1Titness" in the preliminary 
. .;-

lanGuage because "witness" is suggestive of testimony at a trial whereas 

the existence of privilege would ffiake it possible for the client to 

prevent a person from disclosing "he communication at a pretrial 

proceeding as well as at the trial. 

Paragraphs,(a), (b) end (c) of lIRE Rule 26(1) have been deleted. Those 

pal-agraphs indicate the persons against whem the privilege may be asserted. 

.. ·C·' The Commission believes the privileGe, "here applicable, should be 
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have been deleted as unnecessary and undesirable. 

Paragraph (0) of URE Rule 26(1) 1,as drafted by the Commissioners on 

Uniform State Laws to make olear that the lawyer-client privilege can be 

asserted to prevent eavesdroppers fro~ testifying concerning the confiden-

tial. cOllllllunications they have intercepted. Although this paragraph has 

been deleted from the revised rule, its substance has been retained bw 

the provision of subdivision (2) that the privilege may be claimed to 

prevent anyone from testifying to a confidential communication. It is 

uncertain whether this is a change in the existing California law; however, 

it seems probable that it is. Hhether or not California la1-1 is changed, 

the rule stated in the revised rule and the URE rule is a desirable one. 

Clients and lawyers should be protected against the risks of wrongdoing 

of this sort. No one should be able to use the fruits of such wrongdoing 

for his own advantage by using them as evidence in court. The extension 

of the privilege to prevent testimony by eavesdroppers would not, however, 

affect the rule that the fact that the communication vas made under 

circumstances where others could easily overhear is some evidence that the 

client did not intend the communication to be confidential. 

Paragraphs (a), (b) and (e) of revised subdivision (2) state the 

substance of the last sentence of URE Rule 26 (1), reading "The privilege 

may be claimed by the client in person or by his lallyer, or if incompetent, 

bw his guardian, or if deceased by his personal representative", with 

some changes. 

Under paragraph (a) of revised subdivision (2), the "holder of the 

privilege" may claim the prhcilege. '[he holder of the privilege is the 
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revised rule. Under paragraph (b) of the revised subdivision, specific 

provision is made for persons to claim the privileGe vho are authorized 

to do so by the holder. Tr_us, the Guariian, the client, or "'.;he personal 

representative ( • .,hen the lIhclder OI-' the privilege!!) nw.y a.uthorize another 

person, such as his attorney, to clQi1l, the privileGe. Paragraph (e) of 

revised subdivision (2) states marc clearly the substance of what is 

contained in URE Rule 26(1), ,'hien provides the privilege may be claimed 

b~r tithe client in person or by his lavTyer. 11 Under subdivision (3) of 

the revised rule the la''Yer must clain the privileGe on behalf of the 

client W1less otherKise instructed l:y the ho-=-der of the privilege or his 

representative. Su"tdi vision (3) is incl"Llded to prevent any implication 

from arising from the authorization in subdivision (2)(c) that a lawyer 

may heLve discretion whether or net t8 claim the privileGe for his client. 

Compare Business and Professions Code Section 6068e. 

The exceptions to the general rule, which were stated in subdivision 

(2) of the URE rule have been set forth in subdivisioCls (4) and (5) of the 

revised rule. None of these exceptions is expressly stated in the existing 

California statute. Each is, hmlevC'!C, recognized to some extent by 

judicial decision. 

Paragraph (a) of subdivision (~) provides thaCc the privilege does 

not apply "here tOle judge fiClds thD. t the legal sen-ice vas sought or 

obtaiCled in order to enable 01' aid the client to corc.mi t or plan to oemIni t 

a crime or to perpetrate or plan tc perpetrate a f!Caud. California 

recognizes this exception insofar as future criminal or fraudulent activity 

is concerned. URE Rule 26 extends t~is exception to bar the privilege 
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Comrr.:issior.:. has J.:ct adopted this C{":c!1sion of the traditional scope of this 

exception. Because of tae "ide variety of torts) 2,n<1 the technical nature 

of r.1any J the CCIT!1~iss:"on bel::'c~.~es tI1a-::: to eX-:'EEd th'2 c;xception to include 

all to~ts T,fould present difficult pro11ems fo::::' an a~torney consulting with 

his cllent and would open up iCDD l"l'ge an "rea ,'or nullification of the 

privilege. 

The URE rule requires the ~uuGe to find that lithe leJ3a~ service "'as 

sou[;ht or obtE-.ir.ej in order to enable or sid the client to cormni t or 

plan to commit a crime or a tort." '['he Commission has suostituted the 

word lIanyoneT! for the referenc:e to lithe c~ier:;.tll. The applicability of 

the privilege and the exception shouli not uepend upon vho is going to 

cOlllmi t the crime. The privilege should_ noo provide a sanctuary for 

planning crimes by anyone. The brc8.der term is used in both the URE and 

the revised version of Rule 27. 

Note that subdivision (4) (a) dO"8 not require thc.t the judge be 

convinced that tl,e communi cat ion vas r.lade for 8.n illeGal or ::raudulent 

purpose. The or~ginal URE version merely requires the judGe to find that 

there is sufficient e~lidence, apart from the communication) to warrant 

a finding that the legal service "'''-G sought :-or a fraudulent or illegal 

purpose. The Commission has s-~bscituted -!che requil'cmcnt that the judge 

fine_ that there is reasonable gro'Jn(s to believe "chat this '.Jas the 

purpose for the commuLication. This) too, seems to be a sta-~ement of the 

existinG la1.-l. The Co!.' ... -yiission 1 s revision ::--etair...s tl:'e substance of the liRE 

rule in this regard but expresses it in somewhat clearer language. This 

paraGraph also requires the judGe to make the deter~iLation of the purpose 
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Actually, he must make all ruE!lgs or:: the applicability of the privilege 

or the exceptions tr,ereto on the basis of evidence apart from the communica-

tion itself. Under eicoher the URE cr unier existing law, the judge may 

not ccmpel revelation of the communication asserted to be privileged in 

order to determine whether or not L is pri"ileged, for such a coerced 

disclosllre would itself violate the privilege. Ncnethelese, it seems 

desirable to emphasize the requirement in connection with this paragraph. 

Subdivision (4) (t) of the revi.sed rule provides that the privilege 

does not apply on an issue bet,{een parties all of vhol!1 claim through the 

client. Under existing California 1m,', all must claim through tr.e client 

by testate or intestate successioE i" order for the exception tc be 

applicable; a claim by inter vivos transaction is not 1dthir:: the exception. 

The URE rule includes inter vivos transactions ,.litllin the exception and 

the Commission approves this change. The traditior::al exception between 

claimants by testate or intestate succession is based upon the belief 

that the client would desire to -.raive the privilege so that his wishes 

as to the disposition of his estate might be correctly ascertained and 

carried out. Yet, there is no reason to suppose a client would not want 

a correct determination made in regard to his inter vivos transactions. 

Therefore, the Commission can perceive no basis ~n lC[;ic or policy for 

refusing to extend the exception tc cases where one or more of the parties 

is claiming by inter vivos transaction. 

The breach of duty except~on stated in sutdivisicn (4)(c) has not 

been recognized by a holding in any California case, although a dictum in 

one opinion indicates that it ',wold be. The excep'cion is approved because 
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, it '.iC1:1d be unj";..l. .. s-c ~'::J r:er~._l t s.. c~l"'::E .... tG acct:..Se his a~GL.Orne:l of a oreac:':'l 

of duty and to invcke tile privilege to prevent the attorney from bringing 

forth evidence in defense of the ch~rge. 

The Commission has confined the exception sts."Led in subdivision (4) 

(d) to the type of communication 'Nt~ch cne -would exrect an attesting witness 

to testify to. Merely becaus'2 an attorney acts as nn attesting witness 

should not wipe out the la"yer-client privilege as to all statements made 

concerning the documents attested; but the privilege should not prohibit the 

lawyer from performing the duties expected of an at.testing '>Titness. Under 

existing law, the attesting ,.;i tness exception has bec" used as a device tG 

obtain information fron: a lallyer relating to disrositive instruments when 

the lawyer received the information in his capacit.y as a la,-rJer and not 

merely in his capacity as an attesting wi~ness. The Con~ission believes 

that there is some merit in the exception for dispositive instruments 

because one ,(ould normally e;;pect a c:Cient to desire his lm,yer to communi

cate his true intention with regard to a dispositive instrument if the 

instrulnent itself leaves the matter in doubt. Because the dispositive 

instruments exception serves a desiracle purpose, the Commission limited 

the attesting witness exception stated in paragraph (d) to information 

concerning which one WGuld expect aCl attesting witness to testify but 

created two new exceptions relating to dispositive instr-~ents generally. 

Under these exceptions - -paragraphs (e) and (f) - -the lm/yer vill be able to 

testify concerning the intention or compete~cy of a deceased clie~t and 1;'ill 

be able to testify to communications relevant to the validity of various 

dispositive instruments that have been executed by the client. 
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modified by the Comrr.ission to confor~ to the version of this exception 

that was enacted by the Ne,; Jersey :Cegislature. The Commission believes 

thet the New Jersey version of this exception is a preferable statement. 

Under the original language of the URE, che exception appears to apply 

only to corr~unications from one of the clients tc the lw~er; but under 

the modified language the exception 2pplies to communications either from 

or to the lawyer. 
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\.. 
RULE 27. PHYSICIAN-PATIENT PRIVILEGE 

(1) As used in this rule [,) ~ 

(a) "Confidential communication between patient and physician 

(aBa l'a~;i.eB~)" means [s",,1d information transmitted betl,een a patient 

and his physician [aBa l'a~~eBt), including information obtained by 

an examination of the patient, [as ~s ~~aESFA~~ea) in the course of 

that relationship and in confidence [a~a) by a means which, so far as 

the patient is aware, discloses the information to no third persons 

other than those with an interest in the matter or those reasonably 

necessary for the transmission of the information or the accomplishment 

of the purpose for which [~~) the physician is [~=aEs",g~ea~) consulted, 

and includes advice given by the physician in the course of that relation-

ship. --"" 
(b) "Holder of the privilege" means (i) the patient when he is 

competent, (ii) a guardian or conservator of the patient when the 

patient is incompetent and (iii) the personal representative of the 

patient if the patient is dead. [~e-l'a~;i.eB~-WB;i.~e-a±;i.Ve-aBa-R9~ 

(cl "Patient" means a person who [;] consults a phYSician or 

submits to an examination by a physician for the [s9±e] purpose of 

securing a diagnosis or preventive, palliative [,) or. curative treat-

or mental condition~ (,-"9Bs~±ss-a-~Bys;i.e;i.aBJ-9=-S~Bm;i.~s-~9-aR-e~Ra-
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believed by the patient to be authorized, to practice medicine in 

(2) Subject to Rule 37 and except as othenlise provided 

whether or not a party, has a privilege in a civil action.£E ~-

and to prevent [~-wi~~essl a~other from disclosing, a corr~unication 

[,1 if he claims the privilege and the julge finds that [~9.~ 1 the 

communication was a confidential corr~unication between patient and 

6er.aa~-9.aa-fa~-~Re-e±9.~F.aa~1 that t~e person claiming the privilege 

is: 

(a) The holder of the privilege, or 
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(b) A person who is autcorized to c~aim the privilege [f9F-b~l 

(3) The physician 1,.1h0 received a cOITmJ.:::licatioll s'J..Djec"G to the 

privilege under this _ i"Ule shall c.:Lain: the privilege for the ra"Gient 

-r..rherJ.ever (a) he i s authorized to claim the privilege under paragraph 

(c) of subdivision (2) of tnis rule and (b) he is present when the 

communication is sought to be disclosed. 

(4) There is no pri 1.rile[e r.r:.der this rule [2.3- ~e-aRY- :Fe~eVaR;6 

judge finds [~£aj;- s"§f,,, "",e3j; 1 fro,;', evicience [, 1 apart from the 

tt:at the::-e :'s reasonable grounds to believe the services of the 

physician uere SOUgl1t or obtainei to enable or aid anyone to commit 

or plan to commit a crime or a 'cort [, 1 or to escape detection or 

apprehension after the commi.ssion cf a c.rime or a tort~ 

communication re:evant to :l.n ~sslle behleen pa!'ties all of whom 

claim through the "patient) regardless of T,..;rhetheY' the claims are 

by testate or i:ltestate st:.ccessioll or by inter vives transaction. 
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( " \. ,- ,--~;~ .... ..-; ~:C','~":'::_'-" 
-..-::...::.. -- ---:.':....-.-----~-::.: . .:;~"-- ... ..; 

duty by the physician to nis -patient or the patient to his physician. 

intention of a deceased l=3.tient ~v;i t~'1 reGue:2~":' to a cieed. of conveyance) 

~~ill or other T,.,rriting, executed by the -patient ... pur-port:'ng to affect 

an interest in p rope i"ty . 

(e) [tls~] As to a cotcJYsJnica tion relevant to [H?eB~' o.n issue 

[as-te] concerning the validii...Y of a [~€~BE.eRt-a£-a-w~±±.-e:f-~Re 

p8A~.f.eR;5-:] deed of conveyance, .... li21 or other T,o,Tri ting, executed by a 

d.eceased patient, purporting to afi'ect an interest in property. 

pr'oceeding "':;0 cammi t [kfffi] the :r;a t:'ent or otheThTise place him or his 

property, or 'ooth, 'Jncier tee control of anotr"er ooc oc):ers because of 

his alleged I:Iental [~E€empe"e?€e] or physi cal con:li tion. [, - el'"] 

(g) In alI action or pre ceedLlg brought ey or on behalf of 

the patient in which the patient seeks cO es~ablish his competence~ 

(h) In an action or nroceedirg to reCOver da~ages on account 

of conduct of the patient '''hich consti-:outes a crimir>al offense. 

( . \ 2} Ir_ an action 

or proceeding, includin;; an ac~ion brought under Section 376 or 377 

of the Code of Civil Procedure J in ~~(ni cL an issue concerning the 

condition of the pa~ient [~5-a£-e~eEeBt-8?-#a€~8~-8f-s~e-€~±a-e~ 

aefeBBe-ef] has teen tendered by the patient or [8"] by any party 

claiming through or under tDe ratient or claimilCg as a beneficiary 
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party. 

whicb the physician or ratient is required -:;0 rq,ort to a pLblic official 

or as to information required to be recorded in a publi~ office [,l 

unless t.he statute, ctarter, ordina:lce, adlr,inistrative regulation or 

other provision requiring tte rep or::. or record specifi::::ally provides 

the.-;; the L1formatio" shall not be disclose:!. 

(5) \{here tllO or more pat:~el1'::.s have 2cnsulted a physician upon a 

matter of commor: ir..terest, ;}cne of them !i"':ay clai!n a -priv::'lege under this 

rule as against 'the others as to corn.'!Dnica tions IT:ade L.l the course of 

that relatio"ship. 

The privilege created by Rule 27 is very similar to the privilege 

created by subdivision 4 of the Code of Civil Procedure. The URE 

rule is, however, a clea.:ce!' staterr.ent of the privilege. 
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The Corr~ission has revised the definition of confidential com-

munication to include language ~aken frcm the original version of URE 

Rule 26. As revised, the definition ,ecpire s tha t the iClforrra tion 1;e 

transmitted between a patient and his physician in the course of the 

physician-patient relationship and ir. confidence. Tl::ls requirement 

eliminates the need for subdivision (2)(b) cf the URE rule which 

required the judge to find what the patient Or pl:ysician reasonably 

1;elieved the communication to be necessary or helpful to enable the 

physician to make a diagnos~s or to prescribe or render treatn:ent. 

This definition probably includes rrore staten:ents than does tl:e URE 

language. For example, it would be difficult to fit the statement of 

the doctor to the patieClt giving his diagnosis withiCl the provisions 

of URE subdivision (2)(b), whereas such statements are clearly within 

the definition of confidential communication as revised. It is un-

certain whether the doctor's statement is covered by the exis~ing 

California privilege. 

The definition of "holder of the privilege" has been rephrased 

in the revised rule to conform to the similar definition in Revised 

Rule 26. Under this definition, a guardian of the patient is the 

holder of the privilege if the pawient is incompetent. 'I'his differs 

from the URE rule '"hich n:akes the gu3.rdian of the person of the 

patient the holder of the ~rivilege. Under the revised definition, 

if the patient has a se~3.rate gt:o.rdian of his estate and 0. se~arate 

guardian of his person, either guardian oan claim the privilege. The 

provision making. the personal representative of the patient the holder 
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California law. Under the preserct California law, the privilege 

may survive the death of the patient it: some cases and no one can 

"aive it on behalf of the patient. If th~s ~s tl:le existing Calif-

ornia law, it "'ill be changed for t.he personal representa ti ve of 

the patient "ill have authori~y ~o clairu or waive ~he privilege 

after the patient's death. This change is a desirable one, for it 

restric~s the application of the privilege in an area where there 

is little :'leed for i~s application. Hhen the person most concerned 

with the confidentiality of his statements to the physician is 

deceased, there seems to be little reason to prohibit further 

inquiry into the cOlBllunications he Itade to his physician. His 

personal representative can protect the interest of his estate 

in the confidentiality of these statements, and when his estate has 

no interest in preserving the confidentiality of the statements, 

the importance of providing the courts with complete access to 

evidence relevant to the causes before them should prevail over 

whatever rerraining interest the decedent may have had in secrecy. 

This definition of "holder of the privilege" should be con-

sidered with subdivision (2) of the revised rule (specifying who 

can claim the privilege) and Rule 37 (relating to waiver of the 

pri vile ge ) . 

The Corrmission disapproves the requirement of the URE rule 

that the patient must consult the physician for the ~ purpose 

of treatment or diagnosis preliminary to treatment in order to be 
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( within the privilege. This requiren:ent does not appear to be in the 

existing California law. Since treatilient does not always follow diagnosis, 

the COITJf.1ission belie~les the lillii ta-ciOD of diag[;.osis to that which is 

Itprelim:"nary to treatment IT i.s .lndesirable. Also) inclusion of the 

limitation" sole" 'with respect to the pUr:I:ose of the consul tation 

would eliminate some statercects fully ·"i thi::l the policy underlying 

the p:dvilege even though made while consulting the physician for a 

dual purpose. For example, a patient might visit a phYSician for 

the purpose of obtaining a report of his: condition for insurance 

purposes and also to obtain treat~ent from che physician for his 

condition. Statements made by the patient during the course of 

the visit would seem to be as c.eserving of protection as statements 

made by another person whose sale :[:urpose was to obtain treatment. 

The Commission approves the provision of the URE rule which 

defines physician to include a person 'reasonably believed by the 

patient to be authorized" to practice medicine. This changes 

existing California law which requires the physician to be licensed. 

If we are to recognize this Irivllege, we should be willing to 

protect the patient f~om reasonable mistakes as to unlicensed 

practitioners, Moreover, the Commission recow~ends ~nat the privilege 

be made applicable to co~~nications wzde to a physician authorized 

to practice ir. any state Or Cia tion. Hhen a Ca:;'ifornia resident travels 

outside the State and has occasion to' visit a physician during such 

travel, or where a physician fro::! another state or nation participates 

in the treatment of a person in California, the patient should be 
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protection as they would be if he talked to a California physician 

in California. A patient should ,~ot te forcej to inquire atout the 

jurisdictions whe~e the physician is author~~ed to practice medicine 

and whether such jurisdictions l'ecognize the physician-patient 

privilege tefore he rray safely comnunicate 'to the physician. 

The basic staterrent of the pLysician-pa~ient privilege is set 

out in the revised rule as subdivision (2). The following rr..odifica

tions of this provision of the UEE nave been rr.ade in the revise,j rule: 

(1) The rule Las specifically been wade subjec~ to Rule 37 

(.,-aiver) and subdivision (7) of URE Eule 27 has tee:> o;r,itted as 

unnecessary. 

(2) Under the revi sed. rule, l.':Je privilege is applicable only 

in civil actions and proceedi:>gs. The URE rule would Dave extended 

the privilege to a prosecution for a misdemeanor. The existing 

California statute restricts the privilege to a civil action or 

proceeding and the Commission is una.-are of any criticism of the 

existing practice. II: addition, if the privilege is applicable in 

a trial on a misdemeanor charge but not applicable in a trial on a 

felony charge) it would ce possible for the prosecutor in some 

instances to prosecute for a felony in order to make the physician

patient privilege not applicable. A rule of evidence should not be 

a significant factor in determining whetber an accused is to be 

prosecuted for a misdemeanor or a felony. 

(3) The language of the URE rule indicating the persons who may 

be silenced by an exercise of the privilege has been omitted. 
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the pr::'vi~_ege may not Oe exc:rciseS. 2.t:ainst. ar. eavesdropper. For 

tr.:.e reasons appearing iL t~~le dj_sc:uss~on of &:12 26/ the Commissior ... 

does D.Gt celieve that ax;. eavesaroppc:r' sr:cu.1_i be pe~lni tted to testify 

to 3.. statement that is privileged :lnier -:;~lis rule; the.:'efore) this 

lar~guage has been eltrr:ir:at:.e~. Ir:b:: .... r~ :18ve 0eel.! DC cases involving 

eavesdroppers in Califor:...1i.1., bpt rL ap:?E-ars likely t~2.t they are 

not subjec.t tc the privIlege. ~~'1e re'lLsed rule '-,.;rilJ... extend the 

privHege to them. 

(4j The language of siloiivision (2)(d) of the URE rde has been 

rev:Lsed to st~?.te l..ore clearly "'""T{-.:::: j.s auT.horized to exercise -:he privilE6e. 

Subdivision (:!) has been acldec. tc the .te"llised r l1.1e J ana.. it directs the 

physician to cla~l~ the :pri'.'~lege on betaJf of t;,e f8.tieDt wh2never be 

is authorized to do so 'l..:r~less hE:. ::.s othervise instrJ.cted. Under 

the language of' the lJR..~ rule, it is nct: r'J.ear the.t the })h~'v-sic:i.an is 9.. 

person "aClthorized 'tJ claim the privilege" for the bolder of tbe 

privilege. 

rr'h~ exceptions to the I~.ysiciaL-:9at.ien-c privilege ha..ve oeen gathe:~'ed. 

together ifl- sUDc,i v _j_s~.ons (h) and (::;). 1'he langua~e has CE:en conforMed 

to that used. in Hule 26 and the orde:c in I·:rticr... ~~he exCe:9-tiollE appear has 

been altered so ~'J.at they 2.ppE:ay' in -c.:Jis !'ule in t,te sarr_e order in which 

comI9.rable exceptioJ,.':; appe2.r i~ Eule 26. 

ylhile ReviseD. Rule 26 rrovirles that ,,:.,e l8."yer-client pri".'ilege 

d.oes not ?-p:f:::.r \~T~lE!l the cOlYrunication vas made -:'0 enab.le anyoE€ to 

commit or pla" "to c:Jmmit a cr~rr.e or a fraud, sutdivision (4)(a) of 

Revised Rule 27 ~reates 8.'1 exception to~he physidan-:,;oatier::t privilege 
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where the services of the physician "'ere sougLt or obtained to enable 

or aid anyone to corrtlnit or plan to commit a crime or a tort, or to 

escape Qetection or ap~rebension after the cOillITlission of a crime or a 

tort. This difference in treatment of the physician-patient privilege 

stems from the fact that persons do Lot ordinarily consult tl:eir 

physicians in regard to tceir leg2~ problems or in regard to r.~tters 

which might sOffiecimes be c12ssified as torts or crimes. On the other 

hand, people ordinarily consult ~awyers about rrecisely these matters. 

The Commission believes that the purpose of the privilege--to encourage 

persons to make complete disclosure of their physical and mental problems 

so that they =y obtain treatment and healing--is adequately served 

without broadening the privilege to provide D. sanctuary for plunnj.ng or 

concealing crimes or torts. Because of thC2 different nature of the 

lawyer-client relationship, a similar exception to the lawyer-client 

privilege would go a long -,fay toward destroying the effectiveness of 

the privilege. This exception has not received recognition in the 

California law; although it mi&~t be rec0gnized ~n an appropr~ate case 

because of the similar court-created exception to ·"he lawyer-client 

privilege. 

The langnage of subdivision (4)(b) of the revised rule has been 

revised to conform to the language of the comparable exception in 

Rule 26. The re'luL,ment -'chat the patient be deceased has been omitted. 

The Commission sees no reason for insisting upon the prior decease of 

the patient here when no similar insistence is made upon the prior 

decease of the client in subdi vi sio" (4) (b) of Rule 260 
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( S~bdivision (4)(0) has been added by the Commission. It expresses 

an exception similar to tl>.at found in subdivision (4)( c) of Rule 26. 

If a patient makes a charge of breach of duty against a doctor, he should 

not be privileged. to wi thholi from the doctor evidence IT.a terial to the 

doctor's defense. 

In subdivision (4)(d) and (e), the COF.Hission has brcadened the 

liRE rule exception relating to t'1e validity of' a 11ill so that there is 

now an exception for comrriuni C6. tions relevant to an issue concerning 

the intention or competency of the Cieceasec. Fa tient ,,·i th respect 

to, or the validity of, any iispositive instrument executed by the 

deceased patient. Hhere this kind of issue arises in a la.,suit, the 

communications of the person executing the instrument to his physician 

become extremely imr:ortant. The Comllis sion doe s not believe that 

permitting these statements to be introduced in evidence after the 

patient's death will materially irr'Fair the privilege granted to patients 

by this rule. Existing California la" provides an exception virtually 

coextensive with that prcvided in the revised rule. 

The exception provided in subdivision (4)(;:) is broade!' than the 

URE rule and will cover not only commitments of mentally ill persons 

but will also cover such cases as the ap:;>ointment of a conservator under 

Probate 'Code Section 1751. In these cases tLe privilege should not apply 

because the proceedings are being conQucted for the benefit of the 

patient. In such proceedings he should r.ot have a privilege to withhold 

evidence which the court needs in orc.er to act prope!'ly for his welfare. 

There is no similar exceptio", in existing California la\;, 
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covered by t~12 e}..(;cp-tior ct.&. ceQ :.LL 6~bd.i vi '3ion (4) (J.' j . 

t1:e same :-.i~"Je, exer21S2 ,", :f).L'ivileGe to \lr~thLcld fl'(l~[ tllE court the mo.:;t 

l'h~ UP~ 

of the patienT, 

Cal'L±~,)rnia J..PTff. 

crim-i..naJ. ~ri8.l ~dOt<l.d 112 aQ.i::"ssibl.;:,-, 11"'. 

testimony. 
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( The URE rule provides tbat there is no privilege in an action in 

which the claim of the patient is an el~ffient or factor of the claim 

"or defense" of the patient. 'Ihe revised rule-- su1::division (4)( i)--

does not extend the patient-litigant exception this far but instead 

provides that the privilege does not exist in an action Or proceeding 

in which an issue concerning the condition of the patient Las been 

tendered by the patient. The Commission dces not believe that a plaintiff 

should 1::e empOl;ered to deprive a defendant of the privilege merely by 

virtue of bringing an action or proceeding and placing the defendant's 

condition in issue. But if the patient himself tenders the issue of his 

condition, he should do so with the realization that he will not be 

able to withhold evidence relevant to the issue from the opposing party 

through the exercise of the phYSician-patient privilege. A linuted 

form of this exception is recognized in existing California law. Under 

the existing law, the privilege is inapplicable in personal injury actions. 

The exception as revised extends the existi~g exceptioL . to other 

situations where the patie~t himself has raised the issue of his 

condition. 

The revised rule--subdivision (4)(i)--provides that there is no 

privilege in an action brougr~ under Section 377 of the Code of Civil 

Procedure (wrongful death). The URE rule does not contain this 

provision. Under the existing California statute, a person authorized 

to bring the wrongful death action =y consent to the testimony by the 

pP.)fsician. There is no reason why the rules of evidence should be 

different as far as testimony by the physician is concerned in a case 

where the patient brings the action and a case "here wrongful death action 
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is brought. Under the URE rule and G.nder the revised Y-lle, if the 

patient brings the action, tLe issue of tis condition hes been tendered 

by the patient ar.d no privilege exists. The revised rule makes the 

same rule applicable in IH'ongft:.l death CS.S2S. 

The revised rule--subdivisim1 (4) (i )--provides, also, teat there 

is no privilege in an actior, brought under Secoion 376 of the Code of 

Civil Procedure (parentrs actio~ for i~jury to ctild). In this case, 

as in the wrongful death statute, the same rule of evidence sho-lld 

apply when the parent brings "he action as applies when the child is the 

plaintiff. 

The provisio:o of the URE rule providing that a privilege does not 

apply as to i:oforrr.ation reqliired by statute -:00 be re:;:oroed to a public 

officer or recorded in a public office tas been extended in subdivision 

( 4) (j) to include informa tio:1 re<;.uired by other provisions of law. The 

privilege should not apply -,{here the inforrr.ation is public, whether it 

is reported or filed pursuant to a statute or an ordinance, cbarter, 

regulation or other provision. There is no comparable excep-:;ion in 

existing California law; it is a desirable excepoion, hcwever, for 

inasmuch as the information is pu·olio information already no valid purpose 

is served by preventing its introiuC0ion in evidence when it ~s relevant 4 

The COIJ1lnission has added 8-" exc<opticr. where t,;o Or' more patients 

have consulted a physic~an upon a ".atter of corrlllon interest. This 

exception--subdivision (5)--is similar to that which appears in ~-lle 26. 

Although the situation may not arise frequently, '"here it does arise--

as where a husband and wife joir:tly consult "ith a physician in regard 

to a sterili-:oy problem--nei ther of the patients should be able to assert 
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this privilege as agaiLst the otter patient. The privilege will 

remain, however, so far as tClird parties are concerned. There should 

be no privilege between the patients t!:emselves, for neither of them 

has a sUIJerior rigt.t to the information -whic::-t ·\~-ould er..title him to 

keep it out of evidence when the other patient needs to have it 

introduced. Existing Cali:"ornia case law has not recognized this 

exception, but i 1; might be ,'ecognized in an appropriate case for the 

reasons that the similar exception to the attol'Ley-client privilege 

has been recognized in tbe s:(Jsence of s-:atute. 

" , 
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RULE 27.5. PSYCHClIHERJ\FIST-PATIENT ?RIVlLEGE 

(1) As used in this rule: 

(a) IIConfi:iential connnunicatior: between patier_"':. and psychotherapist!1 

means information transmitted betwee," a patient and his psychotherapist, 

including information obtained by an examination of ~he patient, in the course 

of chat relationshp and in confidence by a means which, so far as the patient 

is aware, discloses the information to nc third persons oecLer than those 

with an interest in the matter or those reasonably necessary for the trans

mission of the information or the accomplishme!lt of the purpose for which 

the psychotherapist is consulted, a!ld includes advice given by the psycho

therapist in the course of that relationship. 

(b) "Holder of the privileee" means (i) the patient when !Ie is 

competent, (U) a guardian or conservato:;:- of "he pat~enc; when the patient 

is incompetent and (iii) the personal represent3tive of the patient if the 

patient is dead. 

(e) "Patient" means a person .,ho consults a psychotherapist or submits 

to an examination by a psychocLerapist for the purpose of securing a diagnosis 

or preventive, palliative or curative treatment of his rr,ental or emotional 

condition. 

(d) "Psychotherapist" means (l) a pel'son a1:.thorized, or reasonably 

believed by the patient to be aut!lorized, to practice medicine in any state 

or nation, (ii) a person cer"cified. as e. psychologist unc.e:~ Chapter 6.6 

(commencing .,ith Section 2900) of Division 2 of the Business and Professions 

Code, or (iii) a person licensed or certified as a psychologist in another 

state or jurisdiction if the requirements for obtaining a license or 

certificate in such state or jurisdie-:Oion are substantially the same as under 
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Article 4 (commencing with Section 294C) of Chapter 6.6 of Division 2 of 

the Busines sand Profe s&ions Code. 

(2) Subject to Rule 37 and except as otherwise provided in this rule, 

a person, whether or not a party, has a privilege to refuse to disclose, a~d 

to prevent another from disclosing, a communication if he claims the 

privilege and the judge finds U,at the comT!unication was a confidential 

COlllllluIlication between patient and psychotherapist and tbat ohe person claiming 

the privilege is: 

(a) The holder of the privilege, Or 

(b) A person who is authorized to claim the privilege by the holder of' 

the privilege, or 

(c) The person who was the psychotherapist at the tirr.e of' the confiden~ 

tial corrmunication, but such person may "ot claim the privilege if' there is no 

holder of' the privilege i" existence or if he is otherwise inst~cted by the 

holder of' the privilege or his representative. 

(3) The psychotherapist who received a cOITAITclnication subject to the 

privilege under this rule shall claim the privilege for che patient whenever 

(a) he is authori zed to claim the privilege under paragraph (c) of 

subdivision (2) 0.1' this ~le and (b) he is prese"t when the communication 1s 

sought to be disclosed. 

(4) There is no privilege under this rule: 

(a) If the judge finds frore evidence apart from the communication 

itself that there is reasonable grounds to believe the services of the 

psychotherapist were sought or obtained to enable or aid anyone to commit 

or plan to comnit a crime or a tort or to escape detection or apprehension 

after the commission of a crime or a tort. 
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(b) As to a ~cy.~nication relevant ~o an issue be~ween parties all 

of whom claim through a deceased paU.E:~1-'~,) regardless cf w~'1ether the claims 

are by testate or intestate sl.Cc.esslor.. or by in'ter vivos tT.5.11Ss.c-:'ioD. 

(c) As to a C"orr1T!Lln~cation ~elevant to ar: :"ssue of brench of .duty by 

the psychotherapist to his patier.t or the patient to his psychotherapist. 

(d) As to a COIll.-:~uni2ation rele~lG.rlt to 2.:::l issue concer:1::"Eg the inter.l~(, ;~on 

of a deceased patient with "':"espect to 2. deed of conveyance, ",rill 01' other 

wri ting, executed by the ra tient, purport).ng to affe ct ar:; interest in 

property 

(e) As to a ccmmunication releva::lt to aD issue concerning the validity 

of a deed of conveyance, \o/i1.1 or other l'lri tir:g~ exe :2uteQ by a deceased pa ti€ ... lt-, 

purporting to affect an interest iL rrcperty. 

(f) In an action w· proceeding crought by or on behalf of the patient 

in which "'ehe roatient seeks to establish his competel'ce. 

(g) In an action 0::- proceeding, :,neluding an action brought under 

Section 376 or 377 of the Code of Si'lil Procedure, in which an issue 

concerning the mental or ellotional condition of the patient has been ter-dered 

by the patient or by p.ny party claimirtG through or under the patient or 

claimi.ug as a beuefi.c~al'Y of th2 patient thl·ough a contract to which the 

patient is or was a party. 

(h) If the DsychothelCapist is appcin'ced to ac-:; as psychotherapis"t fOr 

the patient by m'der of a court. 

(i! As to information wilich the .::s~rchotherapist or patient is required 

to report to a ·public offiClE.l or as· to informatiol: required to be recorded 

in a public office unless the statute, ch[..!'ter, ordinance, administrative 
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'- regulation or other provision requiring the report or recoro. specifically 

provides that the infollY.&tion sha::'l 'let be disclosed. 

(j) As to evide:3ce offered by tl-J-e ac cused ir:.. a criminal action or 

proceeding. 

(5) 'dhere two or more :ratients have consulted a psychotherapist upon 

a matter of corr~on interest, none of them may claim a p~ivilege under th~s 

rule as against the others as to co~~unications made i," the course of tt~t 

relationship. 

6/6/63 
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Rule 27.5 

Neither the ORE nor the existing California law provides any special 

priVilege for psychiatrists other than that which is enjoyed by ph:ysic11UlS 

" seaerauy. On the other hand, persons consulting psychologists have a broad. 

privilege under the terms of B.lsiness and Professions Code Section 2904. Yet 

the Deed for a privilege broader than that provided to patients of medical 

~i .. 

( 
: <-"~ ." 

doctors is as great for persons consulting psychiatrists as it is for 

. peraons consulting psychologists. The Commission has received reports f'roIIl 

aeveral sources indicating that many persons who need treatment refuse 

8!1cb treatment from psychiatrists because the psychiatrist is unable to 

assure them concerning the confidentiality of their conIDnnications. other 

PI1db1atrists do not retain do~entary material concerning their patients 

becau!"' they knaw that such documents can be obtained by sul:lpoeua. Untartu. 

nately, many of these persons who decline treatment are seriOUsly disturbed 

aDd constitute threats to other persons in the COl!I!!unity. ACCOrdingly, the 

COIaission reCOllllllends that a new privilege be established which 'WOUld grant 

to patients of psychiatrists a privilege much broader in scope than tbe, 

ol'd1na.r:y physician-patient privilege. Although it is recognized, of course, 

tIIat the granting of the privUege will operate to withhold relevant evidence 

troll SOllIe cases where such evidence would be crucial, the Commission is of 

the opinion that the interests of society will be better served if psych1atriria 

an able to BSSure patients that their confidences will be protected. 

Rule 27.5 is designed to provide this additional privilege. ~ 

OoIIIID1ssion has combined this privUege with that provided in the 81.sinel. 

and Professions Code for psychologists. The new privUege will be one for 

~~chotherapists generally. 
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In subdivision (l)(d), "psychotherapist" is defined. as a certified 

psychologist or any medical doctor. The Commission decided not to IIG11f'lAe 

the privilege to those medical doctors whose practice is limited, to 

psychiatry because it' recognized ' that many medical doctors who do not 

specialize in the field of psychiatry do practice psychiatry to a certain 

extent. In some instances, this is because the patient cannot afford to SO 

to a specialist. In other instances, this is because of~the shadowy line 

between organic and psychosomatic illness so that a physician is often 

called upon to treat both physical and mental or emotional conditions at 

the same time. Thellr too, disclosure of a mental or emotional prob~em 

vill often be made in the first instance to a family physician who will 

reter the patient to someone else for further specialized treament. In 

all of these situations, the Commission believes the ps,ychotherapist 

27.5. The following differences, however, sh~d be noted: 

The ps,ychotherapist-patient privilege applies in all proceedings, 

crim1Ml or civil. The physician-patient privilege, hcweover, appUesonly in 

civil proceedings. Under the provisions of subdivision (4)(j), however, the 

psJ'chotherap1at privilege doea not apply to. evidence offered by the defenae in a; 

cr:lm1nal proceeding. For example, if a person had confessed a crime to a paycb1oi, 
:~ 

strlst and another person vere being tried for the offense, the psychiatrist c~ 

be ccmpCUnd to testify conCerning the confession if it were otherwise adm:I.sl1bJA!. 

"Under existing law, such confeSSion would be inadmissible hearsay. Under 
the Commission's tentative recommendation relating to hearsay evidence, 
however, such confession would be admissible as a declaration against penal 
iuterest under Revised Rule 63(LO). 

~56-
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When the evidence which would otherwise be subject to the privilege created 
.' . i' . . 

by this rule is material to the defense of a defendant in a criminal case, 

the Commission believes that the importance of permitting the evidence to 

be revealed to the court in order to prevent injl:..t ice is more important 

than whatever impediments this exception might create to the psychotherapist. 

patient relationship. 

There are some minor d~fferences between the exceptions to the pbysic1an-

patient privilege and the exceptions to the psychotherapist-patient privilege. 

Por example, in subdivision (4)(b) of Rule 27.5 ari exception is created between 

parties all of whom claim through a deceased patient. The comparable exception 

in lblle 27 does not require that the patient be deceasea,/ Because the com-
I 

IIlWI1cations of a patient to a psychotherapist are likeiy to be peculiarly 

relevant to issues between parties claiming through the patient, and because 

patients of psychotherapists are peculiarly sensitive to maintaining the con-

L fident1al nature of their :communications, the Commission believes that to 

c' 

pemit such colllll1lnications to be introduced in evidence during a patient's 

lifetime would unduly inhibit communications from the patient to his psycho

therapist. 

Again, there is an exception in the physician-patient privilege for 

commitment or guardianship proceedings for the patient, but there is no 

s1milarexception in the psychotherapist-patient privilege. The Commission 

believes that a patient's fear of future commitment proceedings based upon 

what he tells his psychotherapist would inhibit the relationship between the 

patient and his psychotherapist almost as much as would the patient's fear 

of future criminal proceedings based upon such statements. If a psycho-

therapist becomes convinced during a course of treatment that his patient 

i8 a menace to himself or to others because of his mental or emotional 
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condition, there is nothing in this rule which would prohibit the psycho-

therapist from communicating such information to the appropriate authorities. 

!lbe privilege applies only in judicial proceedings, and, in any event, the 

privUege technically is merely an exemption from the general duty to 

testify in a proceeding in which testimony can ordinarily be compelled to 

be given. '!'bus, the psychotherapist may protect his patient by br1ng:tns 

bis condition to the attention of those who may take appropriate action. 

'J!he privUege would, however, prevent the psychotherapist from testif'yitlg 

in the ensuins commitment proceedings. 

The physician-patient privilege does not apply in civil actions for 

a_gee ariSing out of the patient's criminal conduct. No similar exception 

.. is provided in the psyc.hotherapist-patient privilege. The rCa!;Ion for the 

exception in the physician-patient privilege is that the physician-patient 

privilege does not apply in any criminal proceedings. Therefore,~an 

exception is also created for civil cases involving the identical conduct. 

!lbe psychotherapist-patient privilege, however, does apply in criminal 

casesj bence, there is no exception for damages actions involving the 

patient's crimiDal conduct. 

The psychotherapist-patient priVilege, in subdivision (4)(h), has an 

exception if the psychotherapist is appointed to act as such by order of 

the court. Where the relationship of psychotherapist and patient is 

created by court order, the Commission does not believe thet there is 

a sufficiently COnfidential relationship to warrant extendins the privilege 

to the communications made in the course of that relationship. Moreover, 

vben the psychotherapist is appOinted by the court, it is most otten for 

the purpose of having the psychotherapist testify concerning his conclusions 

c· as to the patient's condition. Therefore, it would be inappropriate to 

have the privilege apply to that relationship. 
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RULE 26. MARITAL PRIVILEGE FOR CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS. 

(1) Subject to Rule 37 and except as otherwise provided in [JllU1ap~

(~-aJl.cL.~;J4-Q' J this rule, a spouse (or his guardian or conservator when 

he is i~campetent) [w~Q-t~aasaitteQ-te-tke-stSep-tke-~Rf~~Bl_wkl8k 

~'tvt8a-tRs-8Q&a~~eat'eRJ, whether or not a party, has a privilege 

during the marital relationship and afterwards [wkiek-Se-aay-e1aiJI-wIl .... JI-

eP-~-Aa-is-a-JlaPty-te-tSe-aet~eR,] to refuse to disclose and to prevent 

the other spouse from disclosing a communication [S-'SlUIe.-1!y} if he clM.' 

the privUege and the judge finds that the cOlllll1Ullication was [te-Save 

gua-kH-eJl] made in confidence betueen them while husband and wife. 

(W8e-.. kep-B!~se-ep-~ke-~di&a-s'-aa-!Be~e1!eB1!-~e~8e-~-eiata 

tke-~'vilege-ea-BeBa1'-e'-tke-B'e~ee-8ay!8g-1!He-PJl!v!lege~~ 

(2) [Jle;l,.tAeJl-sJlelUle-:may-slaa-s'olea-I1dvUegs] There is no privUege 

under this rule: 

(a) If the judge finds (~Sat-s~fideBt] !'!2!:! evidence [7-a.He] 

apart from the comm1lni cation (,-B.as-'HeB-iB"lipei'oleei-te-_aat ... -f' .... ., 

tB.at) itself that there is reasonable groUllds to believe the camnunica.t1on 

was made, in whole or in part, to enable or aid anyone to commit or plan 

to cOll!lllit a crime or [a-tapt] to perpetrate or plan to perpetrate a fraud. 

(b) In an action or proceeding to commit either spouse or otherwise 

place him or his property, or both, under the control of another or others 

because of his alleged mental or physical condition. 

(c) In an action or proceeding in which either spouse seeks to 

establish his c~tence. 
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(d) In an action or proceeding by one spouse against the other 

spouse~ [ep-~8~-!B-aa-ae~!eB-Eep-ftamagea-Eep-~Be-al!eBa~!eB-et-*Be 

8Etee~!eB8-et-~Be-e~Bepy-ep-Eep-eF!miB8l-eeBVeFaa*!eB-w!*a-~Be-e~Be.1-epl 

(e) In a criminal action or proceeding in which one of them is c~d 

with (i) a crime against the person or property of the other or of a 

child of either, or (ii) a crime against the person or property of a third 

person committed in the course of committing a crime against the other, 

or (iii) bigamy or adultef,f, or (iv) desertion of the other or of a child 

of either. [eF-fa~l 

i!l- In a criminal action or proceeding in which the accused offers 

evidence of a cOllDDunication between him and his spouse. 
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Rule 26 

TIule 2B expresses the privilege for confidential marital communica-

tions. Under existing law, the privilege for confidential marital cOlllllUDica-

tions is provided in subdivision I of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1881. 

Under the lIRE rule only the spouse who transmitted to the other the 

information which constitutes the communication can claim the privilege. 

Under existing California law the privilege ~ belong only to the non-

testifying spouse inasmuch as the statute provides: "Nor can either • • 

be, without the consent of the other, examined as to any communication made 

by one to the other during the marriage." It is likely, however, that the 

statute would be construed to grant the privilege to both spouses. The 

Commission prefers the view that both spouses are the holders of the 

privilege and that either spouse may claim it. As a practical matter, 

it is otten difficult to separate the subject matter of statements 

made from one spouse to another from the subject matter of the replies. 

Hence, if the privilege were only that of the communicating spouse, the 

nature of the privileged statement might be revealed by obtaining from 

the other spouse, if willing to testify, what was said in return. Protection 

for-each spouse can be provided only by giving the privilege to both. 

Under the revised rule, a guardian of an incompetent spouse JDa¥ 

claim the privilege on behalf of that spouse. However, when a spouse is 

dead, no one can claim the privilege for him and the privilege, if it is 

to be claimed at all, can be claimed only by or on behalf of the surviving 

spouse. 
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Under existing California law the privilege may be claimed as to 

confi.dEntial communications !Dtl.de during a marriage even though the marriage 

has tenninated at the time the privilege is clailned.. The ORE rule, however, 

would pennit the privilege to be claimed only during the marital relationship. 

Under the liRE rule no privilege would exist after the marriage is tenninated 

by death or divorce. The Commission prefers the existing California law and 

has revised that portion of the URE rule that would abolish the post-

coverture privilege. The Commission believes that free and open communica-

tion between spouses would be unduly inhibited if one of the spouses 

couJ.d be compelled to testify as to the nature of such communications after 

the tennination of the marriage. 

Unlike the previous privileges relating to confidential col!llll.U11cations, 

the privilege relating to confidential marital communications provides no 

protection against eavesdroppers. The privilege may be asserted only to 

prevent testimony by a spouse. Thus, a person who has overheard a confidential 

COIDIIIUllication between spouses may testify as to what he has overheard or a 

person to whom a spouse has disclosed a confidential communication may 

testify as to what was diSClosed. In this respect, the URE rule as originally 

proposed and as revised declares the existing California law. 

Rule 23(2) as preposed in the URE provides a defendant in a criminal case 

with a. special privilege as to confidential mar:ttal communications. AboIII'; tha 

only difference bet.Yeen Rule 2l and Rule 23(2) of the URE as originally propose< 

is that under Rule 23(2) the privilege applies even though the person 

claiming the privilege is not the communicating spouse. Another possible 

difference is that Rule 23(2) may create a post-coverture privilege, although 

this is not altogether clear. In any event, the Commission's revisions of 
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Rule 28 have eliminated any possible differences between Rules 28 and 23(2). 

'Dlerefore, subdivision (2) of Rule 23 has become superfluous in the revised 

rules and has been eliminated. 

The exceptions provided in Rule 28 are for the most part recognized in 

existing california law. The exception provided in URE subdivision (2)(b) 

has, of course, been eliminated because there are no actions for alienation 

of affections or for criminal conversation in California. The exceptions 

have been reorganized so that they appear in the same order in which the 

exceptions appear in the other communication privileges. 

In paragraph (a) of subdivision (2) the revised rule sets forth an 

exception when the communication was made to enable or aid anyone to commit 

or plan to COlIIDI1t a crime or frc.ud. The original URE version of the 

exception would have made the exception applicable whenever the communication 

was made for the purpose of a crime or a tort. The Commission has not 

adopted this extension of the scope of the exception. Because of the wide 

variety of torts and the technical nature of many, extending the exception 

to include all torts would open up too large an area of nullification of 

the privilege. This exception does net appear to have been recognized in 

the california cases dealing with this privilege. Nonetheless, as revised 

by the Commission, the exception does not seem so broad that it would impair 

the values the privilege was created to preserve, and in many cases the 

evidence which would be admissible under this exception will be vital in order 

to do justice between the parties to a lawsuit. Therefore, the Commission 

recommends the approval of this exception to the privilege. 

The Commission has added paragraphs (b) and (c) of subdivision (2). 

These express an exception contained in the existing california law. 
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Commitment and competency proceedings are undertaken for the benefit of the 

subJect. Frequently, virtually all of the evidence bearing on a spouse's 

competency or lack of competency will consist of communications to the other 

spouse. Therefore, inasmuch as these proceedings are of such vital 

importance to the spouse who is the subject of the proceedings, it would 

be undesirable to permit either that spouse or the other to invoke a 

privilege to prevent information vital to the court's determination from 

being presented to the court. 

Paragraphs (d) and (e) restate with minor variations exceptions that 

are recognized under existing California law. 

The exception in paragraph (f) of subdivision (2) does not appear to 

have been recognized in any California case. Nonetheless, it appears to be 

a desirable exception. When a person has been accused of a crime and seeks 

to introduce evidence which is material to his defense, his spouse, or his 

former spouse, should not be privileged to withhold the information. The 

privilege for marital communications is granted to enhance the confidential 

relationship between spouses. Yet, nothing would seem more destructive 

of the marital relationship than to permit one SJ?OUse to refuse to give 

testimony which is material to the defense of the other spouse who has been 

accused of a crime. 

Since the revised rule gives each spouse the right to claim the 

privilege, subdivision (3) of the URE rule is no longer appropriate and has 

been omitted. The question when the privilege under the revised rule is 

terminated is one that is dealt with in Rule 37 relating to waiver. 
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RULE 29. PRIEST-PENITENT PRIVILEGE 

(1) As used in this rule [7J~ 

(a) "Penitent" means a person [lIlellleeF-eif-a-€iiliF€a-eF-Fe .. ;lg!8ti,s 

aeB8lll!Ba~!ea-eF-eFgaB!sa~!eBJ who has made a penitential communication 

to a priest.:. (~eFee;;ft J 

(b) "Penitential collllllUnication" means a confession of culpable 

conduct made secretly and in confidence by a penitent to a priest in 

the course of discipline or practice of the church or religious 

denomination or organization of which the [~eB!~eBt] priest is a 

member, whether or not the penitent is a member of the priest's eburch, 

denomination or organization. 

(c) "Priest" means a priest, clergyman, minister of the gospel 

or other officer of a church or of a religious denomination or orsant

zation, who in the course of its discipline or practice is authorized 

or accustomed to hear, and has a duty to keep secret, penitential 

communications made to him. [eY-lIleJlleeFs-eif-ii!s-eBRFeRl-aeaemiaat!ea 

eF-eFgaB!sat!eajj 

(2) Subject toRule 37, a person, whether or not a party, has 

a privilege to refuse to disclose, and to prevent [a-w!taessl 

another from disclosing~ a communication if he claims the privilege 

and the judge finds that: 

(a) The crommunication was a penitential communication1. [8!ld.j 

(b) The [w!taess] person from whom disclosure is SOUght is 

the penitent or the priest1. [,1 and 

(c) The [ela!ssat] person claiming the privilege is the penitent 

h 1 or is the priest making the claim on behalf of an absent or 

deceased or inCompetent penitent. 
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Rule 29 

COMMENT 

Rule 29 sets forth the privilege that is now granted by Calif

ornia law in subdivision 3 of Code of Civil Procedure Section 1881. 

There appears to be little substantive difference between the 

URE rule and the existing California law. The URE rule, however, 

does require the penitent to be a member of the church, religious 

denomination, or organization of which the priest or clergyman receiving 

the confession 1s a member. The Commission has revised the rule to 

eliminate this requirement, thus retaining the existing California 

law. 

If the existing California statute were construed literally, 

the penitent would have a privilege to prevent a priest or clergyman 

from testifying to a confeSSion, but would have no privilege to reJlBin 

silent if he himself were asked concerning the communication. No 

cases have arisen, but it is likely that the California statute would 

be construed in the manner in which the provisions relating to the 

attorney-client, hUSband-wife and physician-patient privileges have 

been construed and the privilege would be available in both situations. 

The URE rule and the revised rule clarify this matter by making it 

clear that the privilege is available whether the priest is the 

witness or the penitent is the witness, 

The addition of the language making this privilege subject to 

Rule 37 is a clarifying change, not a subste,ntive change, in the 

URE rule, In the original UllE, Rule 37 itself makes c.lear that it 

applies to Rule 29. 
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The Commission has also clarified the rule by inserting "or 

deceased or incompetent" before "penitent" in subdivision (2)( c) of 

the revised rule. A deceased or incompetent penitent might be con

sidered to be an "absent" penitent for the purposes of the URE rule, 

but the revision has been made to resolve any ambiguity in this remard. 

The priest can claim the privilege for an absent or deceased 

or incompetent penitent; however, it is noted that the priest need 

not claim the privilege on behalf of the absent or deceased or incom

petent penitent ar.d might, in an appropriate case, not claim the 

privilege. This may change existing California law; but, if 60, the 

change is desirable. For example, if a murderer had confessed the 

crime to a priest and then died, the priest might under the circum

stances decide not to claim the privilege for the deceased murderer 

and instead give the evidence on behalf of sn innocent third party who 

had been indict."d for the crime. The Commission d0es not believe that 

the extent to which the priest should keep secret ~r r€veal confessional 

cOlll!lIImications is an appropriate subject for legisletj c·o; the matter 

is better left to the discretion of the individual pr;.e3>; involved 

and the discipline of the religiOUS body of which he is a member. 
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RULE 30. RELIGIOUS BELIEF 

Every person has a privUege to refuse to disclose his theological 

opinion or religious belief unless his adherence or non-adherence to 

such an opinion or belief is material to an issue in the action.2! 

proceeding other than that of his credibility as a witness. 

COMMENT 

Jrule 30 declares what is in effect the existing California law. 

The net effect of Jrule 30 is to declare that a person's theological 

or religious belief is inco~tent on the ground of privilege on the 

issue of bis credibility as a witness. In People v. Copsey, 71 Cal. 

548 (1887), the Supreme Court held that evidence of the lack. of 

religiOUS belief on the part of a witness is incompetent for impeacbment 

purposes and, therefore, that objections to questions concerning the 

witness's religious belief were properly sustained. Thus, the existing 

lav declares that the evidence stated by Rule 30 to be privileged is 

incompetent for impeachment purposes, while the rule provides that the 

evidence is privileged if sought to be introduced for that purpose. 

The Commission approves the proposed rule because it ma.kes clear that 

the witness himself may object to questions concerning his religious 

belief on the issue of credibility • 
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RULE 31. POLITICAL VOTE 

Every person has a privilege to refuse to disclose the tenor 

of his vote at a political election unless the judge finds that the 

vote was cast illegally. 

COMMENT 

Rule 31 also declares the existing California law. The 

California cases declaring such a privilege have relied upon the 

provision of the Constitution that "secrecy in voting be preserved." 

Since the policy of ballot secrecy extends only to legally cast 

ballots, the California cases and Rule 31 recognize that there is 

no privilege as to the manner in which an illegal vote has been cast. 

'Dle Commission approves Rule 31 since its adoption would codif'y existing 

case law. 
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RULE 32. TRADE SECRET 

The owner of a trade secret has a privilege, whiCh may be 

claimed by him or his agent or employee, to refuse to dis"Close 

the secret and to prevent other persons from disclosing it if the 

judge finds that the allowance of the privilege will not tend to 

conceal fraud or otherwise work injustice. 

COMMENT 

Although no California cases have been found holding evidence 

privileged under a "trade secrets" privilege, at least one California 

case has recognized that such a privilege may exist unless the holder 

has injured another and the disclosure of the secret is indispensable 

to the ascertainment of the truth and the ultimate determination of 

the rights of the parties. * 
Indirect recognition of such a privilege bas also been given 

in Section 2019 of the COde of Civil Procedure vhiCh provides that 

in discovery proceedings the court may make protective orders pro-

bibiting inquiry into"secret processes, developments or researCh". 

The COmmission approves the recognition of the privilege in the 

revised rules together with the limitation that the privilege does 

not apply if it would tend to conceal fraud or otherwise work injustice. 

The Commission recognizes that the limits of the privilege are uncertain 

and will have to be worked out through jUdicial decisions. 

'*Willson v. Superior COurt, 66 Cal. App. 275 (1924) (trade secret 
held not subject to privilege because of plaintiff's need for 
information to establish case against the person asserting the 
privilege) • 
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RULE 33. SECRET OF STATE 

~11--As-~sea-!B-tBi8-~le;-~eeeFe~-ei-e~ate~-~-!Bfepmat!eB 

Ret-e~eB-e~-tkeFet9fe~e-eff!eially-ai8ele8ea-te-tae-pael!e-!Bvelv!Bg 

tBe-~el!e-seea~ity-e~-eeBee~iag-tae-mil!taFY-e~-B8vaa-eFg8BiB8tieR 

eF-plaBs-ef-tae-WBitea-States1-e~-a-Sta~e-e~-~e~!ts~1-er-e9BeepBiBg 

iBtePBBtieBBl-Felat!sas. 

~~1--A-witBeee-aae-a-f~ivilege-t9-~efase-te-Siselese-a-mattep 

eB-tBe-gFBaaa-taat-it-ie-a-eeeFet-ef-statel-aBa-eviaeBee-ef-tae 

mattep-is-iB8amiesialel-aBleee-tae-daage-fiaas-taat-~a1-tke-mattep 

!S-R9t-8-Bee~et-ei-statel-e~-te1-tae-eaief-eff!eeF-sf-tBe-aSfBrtaeBt 

ef-gsveFBmeBt-aamiBietepiag-tae-Baedeet-msttep-waies-tae-seeFet 

eeBeeFBs-aas-eeBseB~ea-ta8t-it-ae-aiseleeea-iB-tse-8et!eB. 
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The Commission hus disE.:;pY..Jved URE RLll~ jj ,because it is u::::.-

necessa.ry. 

Thts rule creates 3. :pri·/ilege for 3. T,.rtt~less to refuse to di;3c.los~ 

secret ini"orr:-.E.t.L:::·n tl:1at i.3 'Tlltr:.:..1. -to :::1a.tior:al security. Cnauthorized 

revelat.Lcn of infor-:rr:!s.t.:":Jl1 of <1.is so~t is ~ruhl-;:.:i ted. by 2. provlsioL. 

of the Espionage Act that is fuund L:-l Sect:i..on 793 of ~itlc 18 of the 

United States Co8.e. r.I'hat section pro~1ibi~s revelation of ar.y 

infurrr:ation relatirlb to the r.atiO::J8,.-~ defense which the possessor 

has reason to believe cUl,:l~ be use:! to the i -:1jury of the United S-tai .?::i 

or to the advantage of any foreign ration. Information of this 

sort has bEen classified as a~fectil1g t~1e se~urity- of thE: United 

StateJ pursuant -'so thE:- provis:,oDS of Executive O:.~::le:r No. 10501 of 

tr..e President cf the 'In::..ted States c..S amen:led. rr'~1e .ped.er2~. regu]e-_-G"F':U: 

a!1d statlr~es on tlJe subject: bri-~1g t!:e lY.!3.tl.:::::,ial Teferred. to ir. B\Jj.c~ 

33 as a "lsecret of state" ,~·ith=-n the privilc::;c crcato2!d b:~ sub

division (2 )(d.) of hl;.le J4. 

R121e 33 also lFotects i:r.i'Gn~&.tioll vital tel the security' of 

the State. 'Ib the ~xteYlt t~lci"G '~hi:s irfc:c'-.::::..tic.'n is [let a~'_s0 vit2-~ 

to the secl"~ri ty of the Uni ted S~8.te c;} s nd tLt:!l e:,:~oi'e Hi thin the sc:r)i)i'~ 

of t~e Espil)llage ,,'J,.ct, it iE ~l'ot2~ted arleClurtel: r by 3ubdjv2-s:i.o::1J 

(2) \ 8..) and (.2) (b) ot Rule 34., "ii''li ch -;~'G 'liJ.e p:ot:e cti811 eql..'.tvaJ..t:nt 

to that. vrnich ici providt-;i by the C.""::lS"'",j ng staJ.;,utory 1-0."1:; fOl:.nd in 

3ubdivisiorl 5 of Eectton 1881 of thE Cede of Civil PrO·~8eUre. 



RULE 3:;. GF?ICIAL IEFOF1''h'l'IC)! 

(1) As used in this yule [,1 ~ 

(a) 110fficial information il means information not open or 

~heretofore officially disclosed to the pub~ic [Fe~a~~Eg-te-~Re 

~B~e=Ba±-af±a~FB-ef-~E~s-g~~te-e=-ef-~Be-gR;~Ea-8~a~e~ ] acquired by 

a public officer or emu1oye€ [efg~efe.~-ef-:t£:f.s-;;:!t:a:E;e-e=~-=5Be-gE.~te8.. 

8~a~E:s] in the COtiYse of his duty [)'] or transmitted from one [Sli€B 

eff~£~a±l public officer or employee to another in the course of duty. 

(b) "Publ~c ofi'icer or employee" includes a public officer or 

employee of this State, a pub 1 ic officer or employee of any county, 

city, district, authority, agency or other political subdivision 

in this State and a public officer or employee of the United States. 

(2) Subj ec~ to Ru.1 e 36, a vri tness has 2. privilege to refuse 

to disclose a watter O~ the ground t~at it is official information, 

and evidence of the matter is inad~issible, if the judge finds that 

the matter is offici"l information [,. 1 and that: 

(a) Disclosure is forb~dden by an Act of the Congress of the 

United States or a statute of this S";ate [,1 1. or 

(b) [6.4.se±.e6'd.z.~e-e:£-:EBe-4:.Rfe?E'.a:S:f.eB.- :f.3.-~Re-ae~~efl-w;'3:.~-ee 

aaz""E!f'ti±.- te-:5ae- :iB~e:re5~.s- sf --;se- geVe3:EEleBt- sf -~{£f.€B - ~B.e-"B"~tBeBB 

!5-aE-ef~~eez-4.E-a-ge~ezR~eB~a±-eapa€4.~y.J Disclosure of the informa

tion is against the public i~terest, after a weighing of "he necessity 

fol' preserving the confiJentiality of the i~formation as compared to 

the necessity ~"'or disclos'.lre in the inte~est of justice. 

6/9/63 Rule 31,. 



l , 
Rule 34 sets forth a priv~lege that is give01 recognition in 

subdivisio01 5 of Section 1381 of the Code of Civil Procedure. That 

subdivision says: If A public officer ca:mot. te examined as to com-

munications rcade to him in of:-'icial cor:fidence, ,,,hen the public 

interest would suffer by the d'.sclosure." 

The phrase "relating to the internal affairs of this Scate or 

of the United States" has tee01 deletej from the rule i01 order to 

broaden its coverage to include the state secrets "hien are covered. 

by Rule 33 tn the URE and also official in~ormatio~ in tbe possession 

of local entities in California. Tne phr::.se "public officer or 

employee" has been substituted for "public official of this State 

or of the United States" L~ or6.er to Il'ake clear that the privilege 

exists for official inforJl'ation of local governmental entities as .ell 

as official inforIl'ation of the State or of the United States. "Public 

officer or employee" has been defined in subdivision (l)(b) to further 

carry out this purpose. 

The I"..lle has been Il'ade subject to Rule 35 to indicE.te that the 

privilege defined in Rule 34 does not govern the admissibility of 

the identity of an informer. 

Under Rule 34, official infol'Jl'acion b sbsolutely privileged if 

its disclosure is forbidden by either a federal or state statute. 

Other official informati.on is subject to a somewhat conditional privil-

ege. The judge must determine in each instance the consequences to the 

public of disclos~re and the consequences to the litigant of non-

disclosure and then decide "hich are the more serious. The Commission 



, 

recognizes that a statute cannot establish hard and fast rules to 

guide the judge in this process of bQlancing the p'-lblic and private 

interests. He should, of course, be aware that the public has an 

i~te~est in seeing that j~stice is done in the particular cause as 

well as an interest in the secrecy of the inforrration. Under the 

URE rule, the functi,m of the judge L:t weighing this information is 

not too clearly indicated.. Under the original language, the judge 

considers only the interest 0:" the government. It may be that this 

language requires the judge to veigh the interest of the goverrunent 

in secrecy against the iuterest of the government in justice, but 

this is not clear. The language used by the Commission clarifies this 

ambiguity. 
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RULE 35, CO~JNI~~TION TO GRA~m JURy 

A-witBess·· Ra5-a-p=3:.v:ilege- -:!=:e- :re±1:lse - ~Q-El:i5€19se-a- €el7JF.I'd.B:i€at~8n· :l~ ~.~..: 

te-a- ISFaRa- deU'Y-6y-a- €ew.p±e.~E.aB.t- e?-n~ tRess), -ase.- e¥f.aen~e-~B.e:r'ee,± - ~5 

fRa€l.HB..ss:i13;'e, -l:lpd€BS- ~El.e- ;3B.age-- f:iB8.S- (&.4-~he-2at~e:r-\"iB~ as- -:SEe-€8Mii8.R::'2.J.t :icr. 

eOB€e%Red-waS-Bet-w±~B~B-tR2-~liE~~~eB-6f-S5e-5=aBa-aH=~-~8-~BTestfga~e,-oF 

f ej - tke- g:aB.9.- ~B.?':7-ass- :f:iE4.5Bea .. :;i~6- 4:.R~~e5~:iga:;~eR"i - f.:f'4 8.ay-:-e:E' -tae-lr.a:6:Se:F, 

aRe.-i~s-ff.Ba~Bg~-3:.f-aEJ1-Eas-la~~cl!ly-eeeE-Eaae-p~Blfe-ey-g~±fBg-f.t-f.E-SGU~t 

9F-e:6aeFWi.se,,, Sr'- t ej .. El:hse±8SB.?e-SB8H±a - ae-zaae- :hrl- tHe- fEteFes:ss- e~ - dllst:iec . 
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CONHEI"jT 

The Commission disayprov s URS Rule 35. 

Sections 911 and 924.2 of "he California Penal Code require a 

grand juror to IT.aintain secrecy concerning the testimollY of witnesses 

examined before the grand jury. There are t,w exceptions to this 

statutory requirement: (1) tl::'2 court may require a grand juror to 

disclose the testimony of a witness fo::- the purpose of ascertaining 

whether it is consistent "ith the testimony given by the witness before 

the court, ,.nd (2) the cour-:o may compel a grand jurcr to disclose the 

testimony given before the grand jury when the witness who gave such 

testimony is being tried for perjury in connection therewith. 

Unlike the existing California la'"., the UF.E rule grants the 

privilege to the witness as "ell as to the members of the grand jury, 

and the exceptions provided in the URE rule are far more extensive ttan 

the exceptions provided in the existing California law. Then, too, 

the existing California privilege exists only for the protection of 

the grand jurors: the witnesses before the grand jury cannot invoke 

the privilege and no one can predicate error upon the fact that a 

grand juror violated his obligation of secrecy and related what was 

said. On the other hand, the URE TIlle makes tIle evidence inadmis-

sible. Hence, any party may object to the introduction of such evidenc~. 

The Commission believes that the URE rule is not broad enough 

in one respect--that is, the exceptions a::-e so ffi,eeping that the secrecy 

of the grand jury proceedings is not adequately protected. On the 

other hand, the Commission believes that the provisions of the URE 

-77-
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rule are too broad in "nother respect--+,hat is, the riGht to claim the 

privilege is given to persons "'ho have no legitimate interest in main

taining the secrecy of the grand jury proceedings. 

In both respects, the existing California law seems superior 

to the URE rule. Hence, the Commission disapproves Rule 35. 

'-78-
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RULE 36. IDENTITY OF INFORMER 

(1) A witness has a pr~vilege to refuse to disclose the identity 

of a pe:::-son who nas furnished infoI'l'"..ation as nrovided in subdivision 

(2) of this rule purporting to disclose a violatio:J. of a provision 

of the laws of this State or of tLe United States to a [Fei'FeseBtat;;"e 

officer or to a rep:::-esentative of an administrative agency charged 

with the administration or enforcement of the law alleged to be vio-

lated, and evidence thereJf is inadmissible, unless the judge finds 

that: 

(a) The identity of the person furnishing the information has 

already been otherwiseiisclosed; or 

(b) Disclosure of his identity is [esseBt~a±J needed to assure 

a fair determination of the issues. 

(2) This rule applies only if the infor~ation is furnished 

directly to a law enforcement officer or to a representative of an 

administrative agency charged with the administration or enforcement 

of the law alleged to be violated or is furnished to another fO~ the 

purpose of transmittal to such officer or represen~ative. 

-79- Rule 36 



Rule 36 de~lares a rule of privilege which arises in existing 

California law under the provisions of eubdivision 5 of Section 1881 

of the Code of Civil Procedure. Section 1881 of the Code of Civil 

Procedure, however, seems to preclude disclosure if the interest of the 

government would suffer. URE RJle 36, howeve~, requires disclosure if 

the identity of the informer is needed to assure fair determination of 

the issues ,nthout regard fo~ the interest of the government. 

As revised by the Commission, the rule provides a privilege con

cerning the identity of informers to a law enforcement officer or to 

a representative of an administrative agency charged "i th enforcement 

of the law. The URE requires the informer to furnish the information 

to a governmental represen'cative who is "charged vith the duty of 

enforcing" the provision of law "hich is alleged to be violated. The 

Commission does not believe that the informer should be required to 

run the risk that the official to "hom he discloses the information 

is one "charged with the duty of enforcing" the law alleged to be violated. 

For example, under the revised rule, if the informer discloses informa

tion concerning a violation of state law to a federal law enforcement 

officer, the identity of the informer is protected. However, his 

identity would not be protected under the URE rule. 

The Commission has also revised the rule so tPBt it applies when 

the information is furnished indirectly to a law enforcement officer 

as well as directly. The URE rule could be construed to apply to 

informer~ "ho furnish information indi~ectly, but the revised language 

clarifies any ambiguity that may exist in this regard. 

-80-
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In subdivision (l)(b), the word "needed" has been substituted for 

"essential" because the defendant should not have to establish that 

disclosure is "essential" to a fair determination of the issues. 

"Essential" seems to connote that the case will turn upon the revelation 

of the information, and this ,rould be a difficult showing to make. The 

Commission believes that the person seeking the information should be 

required to show only that the information is needed, that is, that jt 

is material to assure a fair determination of the issues. 

As revised, the rule probably states the existing law. 

-81-
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RULE 36. 5 NEWSMEN'S FRIVlLEG;::; 

(1) As used in this rule: 

(a) IINewsman!1 means a person directly engaged in procurement 

or distribution of news through news media. 

(b) flNews media If means nelVspapers, press associations,. wire 

services, and radio and television. 

(2) A newsman has a privilege to refuse to disclose the source 

of news disseminated to the public through news media, unless the 

judge finds that the source has been disclosed previously or that 

disclosure of the source is required in the public interest. 

COIll·lENT 

California law now recognizes a newsman's privilege. This is 

a privilege of certain newsmen to u.aintain secrecy as to the source 

of their news. No similar privilege is provided in the URE. 

Therefore, the Commission recommends the addition of Rule 36.5 to 

the rules of evidence so that these rules will embrace the major 

recognized privileges. 

Because of the basic similarity between the governmental informer 

privilege and the newsmen's privilege--that is, both are privileges 

granted to maintain secrecy concerning the identity of a person who 

has furnished information to the holder of the privilege--the Com-

mission recommends that newsmen be given a privilege substantially 

the same as that granted to public officials concerning the identity 

of their informers. 

-82-
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The term !l news llle(l.:..ia'! D2.S been defined to include the most 

important channels of communication of news to the public. Other 

news media are excluded and, hence, their newsmen will enjoy no privi

lege. This is consistent ,lith the existing Cllifornia law. The 

policy of this rule and of the existing law is to extend the privilege 

to those media that are most intimately engaged in the dissemination 

of current news. News magazines and other media, although concerned 

with news, are excluded. This limitation is imposed in recognition 

of the fact th~t the privilege will exclude pertinent information in 

some instances. Hence, the privilege is granted only where the need 

for it seems most crucial. 

Like the existing California law, Rule 36.5 vests the privilege 

in the newsman. The privilege exists not so much to protect the 

informer as to protect the newsman's sources of information. Hence, 

if the newsman believes that a parcicular source of information does 

not need the protection of secrecy, he need not invoke the privilege. 

and the informant cannot invoke the privilege. 

Proposed Rule 36.5 requires the information to have been dis

seminated. This is similar to the requirement of subdivision 6 of 

Code of Civil Procedure Section 1881 that the information be "published 

in a newspaper" or "used for news or news cOIl'.mentary purposes on radio 

or television." 

Just as a judge may require disclosure of a governmental informer's 

identity when such disclosure is required in the interest of justice, 

Rule 36.5 also permits the judge to overrule a claim of privilege when 

the public interest requires that the information be disclosed. 

-83-
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( 
Under existir:g lu.:vT, a j-Jdge IDS.Y overrule a public officer I s disc::::e -_-__ _ 

on the need for secrecy concerning a governmental informer but cannot 

overrule the newsw~n's discretion concerning the need for secrecy con

cerning tbe newsman's informer. The Commission believes that judicial 

supervision of the privilege holder's discretion is needed in both 

instances. 

-84-
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/ RULE 37. 1-TAIVER OF PRIVILEGE 

37 • A-to tH' B efl-wBs - .,slila - e ;'Be..-"." 5 e-F,a" e - a-F"'~"~ .. ege - te- 'Fe f\;e e - te- ,,4. ee"ge e 

maae-ey-aBlf-e"e>, 

(1) Subject to Rule 38 and except as otherwise provided in this .rule, 

the right ~f any person to clai~ a privilege provided by Rules 26 to 29, 

inclusive, is waived with respect to a specified matter protected by such 

privilege if any holder of the privilege, or another person with the consent 

of any holder, has disclosed any part of the specified matter. Consent to 

disclosure may be given by any 'lOrds or conduct indicating a holder's assent 

to the disclosure, including hut not limited to a failure to claim the privi-

lege in an action or proceeding in which a holder has the legal standing and 

opportunity to claim the privilege. 

(2) ,Ihere two or more pe~sons are the holders of a privilege provided 

by Rules 26, 27, 27.5 or 28, the privilege with respect to a specified matter 

is not waived by a particular holder unless he or a person "ith his consent 

waives the privilege in a manner provided in paragraph (1) of this rule, even 

though another holder or another person with the consent of another holder 

has waived the right to claim the privilege with respect to the same specified 

matter. 

(3) A disclosure that is privileged under this article is not a dis-

closure for purposes of this ~Jle. 
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( ' \ 
~j i~ d~sclos·~L t:: i!l cl..c..t'ilience ::..;j;' :T.dtter that is p::utecteci GJt a prlvilege 

provided by Rules 26 to 27·5, i,,,01113i ve, when _such disclosure is reasonably 

or psychotherapist vas consulted, is not ai~sclosure for the purposes of 

this rule. 

CCMMENT 

Rule 37 covers in sonoe detail the rratter of '.,aiver of privileges. URE 

Rule 37 applies to all of the pr!_-,il2ges. The Commission has revised the 

rule so that it applies only to 'ohe cOll'.munication privileges, Rules 26 

through 29. 

Rules 23 through 25 and Rules 34 throu~~ 36 contair. their own waiver 

provisions. 3ence it is unnecessary to rr:ake Rule 37 applicable to these 

privileges. 

Insofar as Rule 30 is concerned--the privilege as to religious belief 

on the issue of credibility--the evidence subject "to the privilege is also 

incompetent for other reasons under "che California cases. But since the 

witness would have to rely on objec~ion by counsel in the abs:ence of a privi-

lege, the Commission believes that the "i tness should have the privilege in 

all cases whether or not he has made previous disclosl1re of his religious 

belief or has otherwise conducted himself in a manner that vould amount to 

a waiver under Rule 37. 

Rule 37 is not applicable to Rule 3l--the privilege as to political 

vote--because the COll'.mission has determined that casual or direct revelation 

to others should net operate as a "laiver_ If Rule 37 applied it is likely 

that the privilege in most cases would have been found to have been waivej. 

I"t is -.mnecessary to make Rule 37 applicable to Rule 32--trade seerets-- for 

a matter viII cease to be a trade secret if the secrecy of the information 
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is not guarded. Therefore, it is unnecessary to make a specific rule of 

waiver applicable. 

Revised Rule 37 omits the provision of the URE rule that a privilege is 

waived if the holder has contracted to waive it. Under the rule as revised, 

the fact that a person has agreed to "aive a particular privilege for a 

particular purpose--as, for example, an agreement to waive the physician

patient privilege in an applicm;ion for jnsurance--does not waive the privilege 

generally unless disclosure is actually made pursuant to such authorization. 

The fact that a person has contracted not to claim a privilege should not 

be a determining factor as to the existence of the privilege in cases bear-

ing no relationship to the contract. On the other hand, once disclosure 

is made pursuant to the contract, the seal of secrecy is broken and the 

holder of the privilege should no longer be able to claim it. 

Under URE Rule 37 a waiver by any person while the holder of the 

privilege waives the privilege for all holders of the privilege. The 

Commission has added subdivision (2) to change this provision of the URE. 

Under the revised rule a "iaiver of the privilege by a joint holder of the 

privilege does not operate to waive the privilege for any of the other 

holders of the privilege. As revised, Rule 37:ieclares the existing Calif

ornia law in this regard. 

The Commission has revised the language of the URE rule to state more 

clearly the manner in which waiver is accomplished. The Commission has also 

added subdivision (3) to make clear that a person does not "aive his attorney

client privilege by telling his wife in confidence what it ,·laS that he told 

his attorney. Nor does a person waive the marital cownmnication privilege 

by telling his attorney in confidence what it was that he told his wife 

6/10/63 
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The Commission does not believe tha"t a privileged communication should 

cease to be privileged merely because it has been related in the course of 

another privileged communication. The concept of ,,'aiver is based upon the 

thought that the holder of the privilege has abandoned. the secrecy to vhich 

he is entitled under the privilege. Hhere the revelation of the privileged 

matter takes place in another privileged co,r.-"lnication, there has not been 

such an abandonment of the secrecy to which the holder is entitled to 

deprive the holder of his ri~lt to maintain further secrecy. 

Subdivision (4) has teen added to Rule 37 by the Commission to cover 

situations such as one where an attorney relates a confidential communication 

from a client to a physician, appraiser, or other expert in order to obtain 

that person's assistance so that the attorney "ill be better able to advise 

his :client. Communications such as these, "hen Il'.ade in confidence, sho'~ld 

not operate to destroy the client's privilege even when they are made with 

the client's consent. Here, again, the client has not evidenced any abend"il

ment of secrecy. Hence, he should be entitled to maintain the confidentie,

nature of his communications to the attorney despite the necessary furthcr 

disclosure. 

The revised rule w.akes it clear that failure to claim the privilege 

where the holder of the pri v!lege has the legal standing 2 .. 1d the oppol"tun~ C" 

to claim the privilege constitutes a consent to disclosure. This seems to 

be the ex." sting California 1m" although there is at least one case* whiel1 

is out of harmony with this rule. 

The URE rule provides that a ,raiver is effective only if disclosure is 

made by the holder of the privilege "with knowledge of his privilege." '['he 

*People v. Kor, 129 Cal. App.2d 436, 277 , P.2d 94 (1954). 
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Commission has eliIllira"ed this requirement because the existing California 

law apparently does ~ot require a showing that the person knew he had a 

privilege at the time he made the disclosure. The privilege is lost because 

the seal of secrecy has in fact been broken and because the holder did not 

himself consider the matter sufficiently confide~tial to keep it secret. If 

the holder does not think it important to keep the matter secret, there is 

then no reason to permit hirr, to keep it out of evidence in a court when it 

is needed there in order to per~it a court to do justice. 

The URE rule requires the disclosure be rrade without coercion. This 

provision has been eliminated by the Corrmission because Rule 38 specifically 

covers admissibility of a disclosure wrongfully compelled. 

6/10/63 
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RULE 38. ADMISSIBILITY OF DISCLOSURE IIlRONGFULLY' CCMPELLED 

Evidence of a statement or other disclosure is inadmissible against 

the holder of the privilege if the judge finds that he had and claimed a 

privilege to refuse to reake the disclosure or to prevent another from making 

the disclosure, but [waB] nevertheless the disclosure "as required to be 

made [F..ake- g 1 . 

COMMENT 

The URE rule does not make provision for the case in which some 

person other than the holder--as, for example, the lawyer who has received 

a confidential communication from" client--is compelled to make the 

disclosure of the privileged information. The Commission has revised the 

rule so that a coerced disclosure may not be used in evidence against the 

holder whether the coerced disclosure was made by the holder himself or 

by some other person. As so revised, the rule probably states existing 

California law; although there is little case authority upon the proposition. 
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RULE 39. REFERENCE TO EKERCISE OF PRIVILEGES 

(~) Subject to ~ar3Gr3~hs(2) a~d (3) of this rule [;-~d±e-23;] _ 

(u) If a privilege is exercised not to testify or to prevent another 

from testifying [,-ei~BeF-!B-~Be-ae~~eB-er] with respect to [Far~!ea±a~ 

matte~6] any matter, or to refuse to disclose or to prevent another from 

disclosing any matter, the judge and counsel ~ay not comment thereon, no 

presumption shall arise with respect to the exercise of the privilege [,] 

and the trier of fact may not dra" any [aElverse] inference therefrom as to 

the credibility of the witness or as to any matter at issue in such action 

or proceeding. [~a-tBeBe-aH~~-€aBe£-WEeFe~B-tBe-~igB~-~e-eKe~€~Se-a 

F~~v!±ege;-a6-Bere!B-F~eviEleEl;-Fa~-ee-m~saBEler6tseEl-ap-El-aB£ave~e±e 

i.aier-eRees- 8..ra'W"E.-ey- :5Re- tF:ieF- sf - ~B.e- ±ae~; -9F-ee- :iF8.F·a:i~ea.-!E-;j;Be-faFti.ei:i!B.:F 

ease; ] 

(b ) The court, at the request of [~ae 1 ~ ~arty [el{e~e;is!Bg-~Be 1 who may 

be adversely affected because an unfavorable inference may be drawn by the 

jury because ~ privilege has been exercised, [liIS.y 1 shall instruct the jury 

[;iR-6a~F6Ft-ef-saeB-F~;iv;i±egel that no presumption arises with respect to 

the exercise of the privilege and that the jury may not draw any inference 

therefrom as to the credibility of the witness or as to any matter at issue 

in such action or proceeding. 

~) In a criminal action or proceeding, whether the defendant testifies 

or not, his failure to explain or to deny by his testimony any evidence or 

facts in the case against him Kay be commented upon by the court and by 

counsel, and may be considered by the court or the jury, to the extent 

authorized under Section 13, Article I of the California Constitution. 
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(3) If a party in a civil action or proceeding claims or has 

previously claimed the privilege to refuse to disclose particular 

matters at issue in such action or proceeding on the ground that such 

disclosure would tend to incriminate him, such claim may be commented 

upon by the court and by counsel and the trier of fact may draw any 

reasonable inference therefrom. If a witness in an action or proceeding 

who is not a party to such action or proceeding claims or has previously 

claimed the privilege to refuse to disclose particular matters at issue 

in such action or proceeding on the ground that such disclosure would 

tend to incriminate him and if such claim tends to impeach the credibility 

of the testimony of the witness, such claim may be commented upon by the 

court and by counsel and may be considered by the trier of fact as bearing 

on the credibility of the testimony of the witness. 
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Rule 39 

( COMMENT 

The Commission has moved subdivision (4) of URE Rule 23 into Rule 39 

so that the entire subject of comment upon the exercise of privilege might 

be covered in the same rule. URE Rule 39 generally expresses the Calif-

ornia rule in regard to comment except insofar as the privilege against 

self-incrimination is concerned. The Commission has revised the URE rule 

to make clearer the restrictions upon the trier of fact and to require, 

rather than to permit, the court to instruct the jury that no presumption 

arises and that no inference is to be drawn from the exercise of the 

privilege. l<hether or not to give such an instruction should not be 

subject to the court's discretion. 

The nature of the instruction required to be given is also stated 

more specifically in the revised rule. The language of the URE rule "in 

( 
" 

support of such privilege" is somewhat ambiguous. 

The Commission disapproves of subdivision (4) of URE Rule 23 and has 

substituted therefor subdivision (2) of Revised Rule 39. Subdivision (2) 

of Revised Rule 39 merely incorporates the provisions of Section 13 of 

Article I of the California Constitution. The word "case" appearing in 

the Constitution has been changed to "action or proceeding" in order to 

be consistent with the rest of the revised rules. 

Subdivision (3) has been added to Rule 39 to indicate the extent to 

which comment may be made upon the exercise of the priviLege against 

self-incrimination in civil cases. The language of Article I, Section 13 

of the California Constitution mentions criminal cases only. Nonetheless, 

the California Supreme Court has held that the provisions of Article I, 

( 
Section 13 permit some comment upon the exercise of the privilege in civil 

cases as well. Subdivision (3) of Revised Rule 39 expresses the extent to 

which such comment may be permitted. 
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RULE 40. EFFECT OF EREOR IN OVERRULING CLhIH OF PRIVILEGE. 

The Commission declines to recoEmend Rule 40 inasmuch as it is 

not a rule of evidence and merely states the existing California law 

which will remain in effect if Rule 40 is not adopted. 
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